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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

The General Management Plan (GMP) for Gateway National Recreation Area, now pending approval, calls for the development of a Gateway Village in and around Hangar Row at Floyd Bennett Field. It states that "most of the incorporated buildings (shall be) adaptively reused historic structures, but mixed with new features so that the whole reflects the latest thinking in urban design." The buildings and the historic central runway system which are included in this report and are part of Floyd Bennett Field Historic District.

According to the GMP, the historic structures are scheduled for adaptive reuse. What the specific uses will be, however, is as yet unknown. The document which will plan for and recommend new uses, the Design Concept Plan (DCP), will not be completed for some three to five years.

As the DCP for Floyd Bennett Field is not scheduled to be completed for some time, there is not yet a basis for the detailed recommendations and preliminary plans for preservation and/or adaptive uses which would normally be found in the architectural data section of a historic structures report. This Architectural Data Section, then, will be mainly concerned with historical and existing conditions. Recommendations will be of a general nature.

Each of the structures included on the National Register Nomination Form are the subject of a chapter in this report. Each chapter will include: A. Historical Description, B. Existing Conditions, C. Recommendations, and D. Cost Estimates.

Although more detailed discussions will be found in the Recommendations Section in the chapter for each specific building, some general recommendations apply to all historic structures. The following are very general guidelines which should be taken as absolute minimum considerations which should be given to any historic structure: (The following recommendations are adapted from "The Secretary of the
GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR PRESERVATION/ADAPTIVE USE

1. Compatible uses requiring minimal alteration should be provided for each building. A structure may be used for its originally intended purpose (i.e. the two transformer vaults on either end of Hangar Row which are still in operation).

2. Distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, site, or the historic scene shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historic material or distinctive architectural features should be avoided when possible.

3. The buildings shall be recognized as products of their own time. Alterations having no historical basis, especially those that would be considered irreversible, are discouraged.

4. Certain changes which may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of the history and development of a building or the site. If these changes have acquired significance in their own right, such significance shall be recognized and respected (such an example would be the more modern (existing) control tower of the Administration Building).

5. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which characterize a building shall be treated with sensitivity. (Refer to the stained glass skylight and stencils in the Administration Building or the Art Deco panels on the north of the infill structure of Hangar Complex 4.)

6. Deteriorated architectural and structural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, wherever possible. In the event replacement is necessary, the new material should match the material being replaced in color, texture, and other visual qualities. Composition and/or design of
detailing may vary from that of the material being replaced as long as it is similar in appearance, and such a variance aids in the long-term structural integrity of the building. Repair or replacement of missing architectural features should be based on accurate duplications of features, substantiated by historical, physical, or pictorial evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different architectural elements from other buildings.

7. The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest means possible. Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will damage the historic building materials shall not be undertaken.

8. Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archeological resources affected by or adjacent to any construction project.

9. Contemporary designs for alterations to the historic structures must not destroy significant historical or architectural material, and must be compatible with the size, scale, color, material, and character of the building. Alterations or additions to the exterior of any structure will be considered an infringement on the historic scene of this district. If they are found to be necessary to meet code or planning needs, they shall be minimal and in keeping with the historic scene.

10. New additions or alterations to structures shall be done in such a manner that if such additions or alterations were to be removed in the future, the essential form, integrity, and architectural detailing of the structure would remain unimpaired.
FLOYD BENNETT FIELD

LOCATION MAP SHOWING STRUCTURES INCLUDED IN THE ARCHITECTURAL DATA SECTION.

NOTE: For purposes of clarity, project north (PN) in this report will be considered to run parallel to Flatbush Avenue.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING I

It is fortunate that the original drawings made by the New York City Department of Docks for this building are extant. They provide excellent documentation and have been included at the end of this chapter. These drawings are accurate for the most part, excepting two major variances:

1. The passenger tunnel built during the WPA period was not planned at the time of these drawings, and so is not included.

2. The drawings show that elevators were to be installed at the western portion of the tower area. Although these were planned (and the marble trim is still evident around the would-be doors at the second floor), they were not installed and the space intended for the elevator shaft was put to other uses.

A. Historical Description

This building was constructed in the Georgian Revival style, had two stories plus a basement, and measured 182 by 74 feet in plan (see Historical Data Section Photograph No. 19, early 1930s view of the Administration Building from the field side. Note original control tower).

1. Exterior
   a. Site

   The Administration Building was sited about 250 feet east of, and with its long axis parallel to, Flatbush Avenue. It was the focal point of the airport, located just north of the main runway axis, and was the only building along Hangar Row with formal landscaping. Its official front was turned toward Flatbush Avenue. Access to a parking lot at this side was gained by two drives flanked by planting strips which angled away from the building in each direction to connect with Flatbush Avenue. A flagpole, surrounded by a circular concrete walk, was placed near the avenue at equal distant between the drives and aligned with the center of the building's entry. The area bounded by Flatbush Avenue, the two drives, and parking lot, was grass covered. A grass strip was also planted in the area immediately surrounding the building.
b. **Steel Framing System**

The framing system is documented on Sheets 14-17 of the drawings for Contract No. 2000 following this chapter. Steel columns were spaced around the perimeter at 16 feet on center. Interior framing was provided by a double row of columns flanking the north-south axis. The central floor area was left open, with support provided by columns in the corners of the square-shaped space. According to the drawings, girders spanned columns east to west with beams spanning girder to girder at 5 feet on center (o.c.). The whole assembly was riveted together.

c. **Masonry**

1. **Foundation, Walls, and Trim**

   The building perimeter rested on a 2-foot 4-inch wide continuous concrete pile cap. Below each of the columns of the steel frame, both interior and exterior, the pile cap measured 5 feet by 5 feet (6 foot 3-inch square caps were used at the central double row of east-west columns). Reinforced concrete piles supported the structure at points approximately 8 feet apart along the exterior wall cap, and at each corner of the square caps. Piles were 35-feet long and 14-inches square. Support for exterior stairs and ramps was by way of a wall footing (pile cap) and wooden piles.

   The 12-inch thick partially bearing common brick walls were faced with red Harvard brick laid in Flemish bond. This brick color and bond were different from all other Hangar Row buildings. Stone quoins were placed at each corner.

2. **Entablature**

   The entablature was of cast stone, consisting of an architrave, frieze, and cornice that ran the full perimeter of the building except at the tower. From bottom to top were double fascia, cyma reversa, and fillet in the architrave; plain frieze, fascia, dentil course, fascia, fillet, cyma recta, and two fillets in the cornice. Interspersed at regular intervals along the dentil course were larger dentils (about double size).
The frieze served as a background for copper letters which spelled out "DEPARTMENT OF DOCKS - FLOYD BENNETT FIELD - MUNICIPAL AIRPORT" across the west elevation. Across the east frieze were "CITY OF NEW YORK" at the south side of the tower and "FLOYD BENNETT FIELD" at the north.

(3) Porches, Stairs, and Ramps

The main entry, from the west, was up a 30-foot wide set of granite central stairs to a portico two stories in height and enclosed on three sides. The pediment-like cornice was supported on the open side (west) by two freestanding tuscan columns which served to frame the Palladian facade. The three walls and ceiling were finished with a white stucco coating, and the floor was red-colored concrete scored to look like tiles (see Historical Data Section Photograph 20).

At the first-floor level of the east elevation, a terrace ran almost the full length, stopping 16-feet short of the north end of the building. The terrace here was also topped with red-colored concrete scored to look like 2-foot by 2-foot tiles. A railing was formed by alternating a small section of brick wall with cast stone balustrades. An 8- by 12-foot concrete platform was installed at the north end of the terrace for pickup and delivery of mail to the post office located in the northeast corner of the first floor. Stairs at either side of the tower led to the terrace and the entry doors. Stairs led to central entries at both north and south elevations. Two concrete ramps at the west and three at the east led down into the basement level from grade. Stair walls were faced with cast stone, railings for stairs and ramps were copper pipe set into stone copings, and steps were faced with granite slate.

(4) Trim (general comment)

Although most of the white-colored trim on this building was designated as "white marble" on the original drawings, cast stone was applied at the time of construction. This discrepancy between drawings and construction occurred at the quoining, coping, entablature, half-moon panels above the windows, window keystones, window sills, tuscan columns, terrace railing, decorative globe above the main entry,
semi-ellipses above west entry doors, and borders around north and south entries.

(4) Control Tower

The control tower was the focal point at the field side of the building. It projected about 20-feet above the top of the parapet, seated on the 33-foot wide, three-story building bay. A decorative aluminum railing was placed at the perimeter of the bay, protecting a walkway that surrounded the control tower. The steel frame and brick walls were covered with aluminum sheeting. Aluminum frame and sash windows with arched heads were spaced continuously around the tower (see Historical Data Section Photograph 21 - mid-1930s).

d. Doors and Windows

Windows were generally wood frame and sash, multi-paned 9 over 9 or 12 over 12 lights, with steel lintels spanning the head, and cast stone sills. Second-level windows were decorated at the head with a flat brick arch and cast stone keystone. Those at the first-floor level had half-moon shaped cast stone panels above the lintel with a border of brick and a cast stone keystone. (These were typical fenestration styles used in Georgian Revival buildings of this era.)

Doors had a variety of decorative elements. Above the two entries facing the airfield were quarter-sphere protective canopies of leaded translucent glass and a leaded glass transom. The three main west entry doors were headed with semi-elliptical cast stone designs. (A cast bronze eagle was placed in the center semi-ellipse.) Doors at north and south elevations were bordered with cast stone, used leaded glass transoms of the same design as those above the east entries, with a small cornice-type design above.

e. Roof and Roof Drainage

The roof structure consisted of a 4-inch reinforced cinder concrete slab, into which the upper flanges of the girders were embedded to provide composite action. The concrete slab was waterproofed and the whole assembly was finished with 6- by 6- by
1-inch red quarry tile set in a 1-inch thick cement grout. A 10- by 10-foot vault light at the center of the roof allowed for the entry of natural lighting to the stained glass skylight directly below.

The flat roof was slightly sloped to roof drains which led the rainwater down through the building in interior concealed iron leaders. All exposed leaders, gutters, and flashing were copper.

A wooden flagpole with a brass ball at the top was installed at the center of the west parapet.

2. Interior
   a. Tunnel

   The passenger tunnel, constructed during the WPA period, centered on the east-west axis of the building. It led 124 feet to the east (toward the runway) at a 12-foot width, then branched north and south at right angles. This north-south branch was 10-feet wide and 240-feet long. Floors, walls, and roof were of reinforced concrete construction. Tile wainscoting finished the lower walls and slate was placed over the floors. Access to the first floor was possible via a set of stairs (which flanked the tunnel's main axis) placed in the space that had been designated for the elevator.

   b. Basement
      (1) General Description and Layout

   Interior access to the basement was provided by two steel stairways, one each at opposite corners of the first floor lobby area. Two ramps at the east and three at the west exterior led down to double doors which opened into the basement. The plan included a large open space centrally located, and a north to south corridor with rooms off each side. Uses of these rooms varied with the needs of the building's occupants. Entry into the tunnel was at the center of the tower base, down a flight of stairs from the basement level.
(2) Floor
According to the Contract No. 2000 drawings, the floor was 4-inch reinforced cinder concrete slab with a 2-inch granolithic finish. Linoleum flooring was used throughout, except for the men's toilet room which used tile, and rooms left unfinished at the north end.

(3) Walls
Interior partitions were of terra cotta throughout with a plaster finish. Exterior brick walls were also finished with plaster. A simple wood base trim was used in all but the "unfinished" areas at the north end.

(4) Ceiling
Steel channels, furred down below the steel beams, provided the support for diamond metal lath and plaster finish, used throughout.

c. First Floor
(1) General Description and Layout
The focus of this main floor was a large, open lobby/waiting area at the center. The main entry (west) opened directly into this central space, while the two eastern entries were slightly removed and to either side of it. A central north-south corridor led from entries at either end of the building and emptied into the lobby. A restaurant at the southeast corner was entered through the southern corridor, with access to the terrace by two sets of large double doors. There was a small post office in the northeast corner. Immediately south of the post office was the lounge and baggage area. Entering the building from the west, a telephone room was at the left and a radio room at the right. Turning right, down the southern corridor, were entries to a news stand, women's toilet, and two offices along the west wall. Turning left, one could enter the telegraph room, press room, men's toilet, and barber shop from the west side of the northern corridor (see Historical Data Section, Page 96).
(2) **Floor**

The floor consisted of a 4-inch reinforced cinder concrete slab with 1-inch granolithic finish. Linoleum was placed on top in all areas but the men's and women's toilet, where tile was used.

(3) **Walls**

As with the basement, interior partitions were terra cotta. Plaster finish was used on these and the inside of exterior brick walls. A buff marble wainscot with black marble base was used in the corridors and at the walls around the lobby/waiting area. The plaster above these wainscotted areas was scored to give the appearance of caen stone. A decorative band of plaster around the top of the walls and picture molding were used in the women's restroom (see Contract 2000, Sheet 4).

(4) **Ceiling**

Plaster over diamond metal lath, attached to steel channels hung from the beams was used to finish the ceiling. The lobby/waiting area ceiling was two stories high with a stained glass skylight centrally located. The ceiling area here was extensively stenciled in yellows and browns.

d. **Second Floor**

(1) **General Description and Layout**

The central area of this level was open to the lobby/waiting area below. North-south central corridors were flanked by dormitories and bedrooms. Office spaces were located across the hall around the open area. To the southeast of the open area was the men's toilet (see Historical Data Section, Page 97).

(2) **Floor**

The floor was 4-inch reinforced cinder concrete with a 1-inch granolithic finish. Linoleum flooring was used throughout, except for the men's toilet, where the flooring was tile.
(3) **Walls**

Interior partitions were terra cotta. These, and the inside of the exterior brick walls, were finished with plaster. Plaster was scored to imitate caen stone, and a buff marble wainscot with black marble base was used at the walls and railing around the central open area. The walls of the railing that faced in toward the open lobby space were decorated with plaster ornament, top and bottom, and wood mouldings. Empty spaces were left for mural canvases to be applied later. The short band of wall above the railing was also decorated with plaster ornament and small murals depicting the development of travel.

(4) **Ceiling**

Plaster on diamond metal lath was hung from the steel beams. The ceiling was extensively stenciled in the area directly above the lobby/waiting area, and above the halls encircling the open space.

e. **Third and Fourth Floors at Tower**

The control tower extended two levels above the main part of the building. A metal stairway provided access at the southwest corner of the tower area. Both floor plans were open, but the top floor was smaller in area to provide room for an exterior perimeter walkway.

B. **Existing Conditions**

1. **Exterior**

This building retains much of its historic appearance. The major changes have been the installment of glass block lights at the first floor of the east elevation and the exchange of the top story of the original control tower for a more modern all-glass design.

a. **Site**

After original construction, a wood-frame structure was built directly north of the Administration Building, and connected to it by a short covered hallway. This addition has recently been demolished. A large blue metal nose hangar now stands between the Administration Building and Hangar Complex 5.
It is no longer possible to enter the site via the roads connecting with Flatbush Avenue, although they are extant, as the avenue fence continues across the entry points.

b. **Steel Framing System**
The framing system is in very good condition.

c. **Foundation, Walls, and Trim**
There appear to be no problems at the foundation.

Approximately 5 percent of the brickwork and 25 percent of the mortar is deteriorated.

Ghosts of the recently removed (1979) wood-frame annex can be seen around the entry on the north elevation. The wall surface in this area has been punctured twice to allow for access of groups of pneumatic tubes (probably installed during the U.S. Navy period).

Several cracks in the wall surface appear to have been filled with a white-colored caulking, as have the vertical joints of the tower walls. The caulking is dried-out and cracking.

About 10 percent of the cast stone entablature is deteriorated. The worst damage is apparent at the northwest, and approximately 80 percent of the mortar joints have deteriorated.

Stone facing at the building base and stair walls is cracked or missing. Damage occurs over approximately 10 percent of the area.

Copper letters were removed from the front frieze at an unknown date. Across the east elevation, the words (in the same style) "City of New York" were replaced with "Naval Air Station."
The present control tower retains the upper and lower wall portions, roofing, and framing of the original. The center wall section was removed around the whole perimeter to allow for the installation of an outward projecting band of glass.

Dirt has collected and vegetation has grown in the large joints of the west entry stairs.

Stair wing walls are loose and some are tilting outward (exfoliating).

The original terrace paving of red-colored concrete is now covered with a bituminous coating.

Masses of hairline cracks are apparent over the areas of stone facing and in the cement topping over the walls of the west entry porch.

d. **Doors and Windows**

All frames are in poor condition due to exposure and lack of maintenance. The frame in the port manager's office (first floor) has actually fallen in. Paint is peeling badly and putty has deteriorated. Much glass is broken or missing.

Steel shelf angles (lintels) are generally rusting and expanding.

About 50 percent of the windows and doors at the first floor east elevation have been infilled with glass block.

The leaded glass canopies that once hung above the two main east entries are no longer present.

e. **Roof and Roof Drainage**

The original red quarry tile which surfaced the roof is now coated with an asphaltic material which is peeling and cracking.
The condition of the interior leaders is unknown as they are concealed from view in the walls.

Some water damage is evident inside the building. However, the leaking should be corrected by the C-B proposal.

2. **Interior**
   a. **Tunnel**
   
   The tunnel structure is basically sound. The wainscotting is in good condition, but the slate flooring is very worn and exfoliating. Openings off of the main tunnel branches, used for ventilation, have been sealed with concrete. The heads of the stairwells connecting to the first floor have been sealed to allow foot traffic over the area, but access to the basement is still open.

   b. **Basement**

   Parts of the ceiling and walls are deteriorating. Most of the deterioration is caused by water which has rusted the channels and lath. This damage is severe at the east, along the area beneath the first floor terrace.

   c. **First Floor**

   No irreversible structural changes have been made to this plan. Stud partitions were added in the old southeast restaurant space and in the lobby/waiting room area, but these are relatively easy to remove.

   Some of the marble wainscotting has been removed, leaving that part of the walls unfinished.

   Plaster walls are in fair condition, the major damage being peeling paint. The later wood-frame partitions are in poor condition.

   Extreme ceiling deterioration occurs at the west wall, to the south side of the main entry stairs. Again, the problem is water.
Ceiling stenciling at the lobby/waiting room area is rapidly deteriorating. It is already difficult to discern much of the pattern.

About 50 percent of the glass in the high skylight is broken.

Vinyl tile flooring which replaced the original linoleum flooring is rotting.

d. **Second Floor**

This level basically retains its original layout. Walls are in good condition, except for peeling paint.

Water has damaged the ceiling at the east side, at a spot just south of the entry (right above the large area of deterioration at the first floor ceiling). Another large area of water-caused plaster damage occurs just north of the tower at the east wall.

The remainder of the ceiling area is structurally sound with severely peeling paint. The paint of the stenciled area above and around the space open to the lobby is extremely deteriorated.

Mural walls are sound, but paint is flaking and no murals remain in place.

Vinyl tile flooring is in poor condition.

e. **Third and Fourth Floors at Tower**

Both levels are in poor condition, the upper being worse. Steel columns and window frames are exfoliating. Broken windows and leakage are prevalent. The remains of Navy equipment used during World War II are still present in the control tower.
C. Recommendations

According to the GMP, the site of the William Fitts Ryan Memorial Visitor Center is to be within the Floyd Bennett Field Gateway Village. The Administration Building, as the focal point of the historic district, provides an excellent space for this visitor center. It has the potential, if properly restored, to be one of the most interesting structures at the Gateway National Recreation Area.

Construction drawings for repairs and partial restoration of the Administration Building were prepared in 1978 by Castro-Blanco, Piscioneri, and Feder, Architects. This contract, and that for actual construction work, is being managed by Jack Lovell, architect at the Denver Service Center (DSC). It involves some emergency stabilization and some preservation on the exterior, and work to adaptively use the interior (at the south end of the first floor) for staff space. Drawings 1 through 6 (of 18) of the drawings for the contract are included at the end of this chapter to show the basic scope of work intended.

1. Exterior
   a. Site

If a major use is assigned to this structure by the GMP, access via the diagonal roads from Flatbush Avenue should be opened. Lawn around the building and beside the roads should be replanted if necessary and cared for.

The blue nose hangar to the north of the Administration Building should be demolished or moved, as it greatly distracts from the historic scene. Its demolition, however, must not take place until comparable space is made available in one of the historic hangars or outside the historic district.

b. Steel Framing System

With the forthcoming exterior stabilization, the framing will be even better protected against corrosion. At present there are no major problems with the system.
c. **Foundation, Walls, and Trim**

See Castro-Blanco, Piscioneri, and Feder drawings 1 through 6. These show the most vital work needed on the exterior.

Aside from the stabilization, it is recommended that:

The ghosts of the northern annex be removed and holes around and near the area be patched.

All cast stone trim be repaired or replaced to match existing (in color and composition).

The copper letters across the front and rear frieze be reinstalled to match the original wording.

Although the terrace is being patched with bituminous material, if much visitor use and interpretation is to take place in this building, the whole asphalt covering should be removed and the red-colored scored concrete should be restored or reconstructed to its original appearance.

The cement topping over walls at the west entry be repaired.

d. **Doors and Windows**

Again, emergency stabilization is anticipated for the openings and intended work can be seen in the Castro-Blanco, Piscioneri, and Feder drawings.

Recommendations that go beyond the stabilization are:

Remove the glass block infills at the east openings and rebuild windows and doors to match historic appearance.

Rebuild leaded glass canopies according to original drawings and install.
All doors and windows not included in the stabilization work should be refurbished to match original and be made workable.

e. Roof and Roof Drainage

Drawing by Castro-Blanco, Piscioneri, and Feder indicates the intended work on the roof. This type of roofing, although not historic, provides an economical long lasting covering that is not visible from the ground. However, if much use and interpretation is intended to take place at the roof level, it is recommended that the original quarry tiles be uncovered (or reconstructed) so that the appearance of the roof be historical.

Interior water damage may be caused in part by corroding interior downspouts. Their condition was not surveyed. They should be inspected and repaired before any interior preservation work begins.

2. Interior
   a. Tunnel

The current contract calls for sealing the tunnel opening. If future use and interpretation warrants, the tunnel could be cleaned and used in its "as-is" condition.

b. Basement

Plaster damage at walls and ceiling should be repaired. Any exposed steel members should be cleaned and painted before recovering.

Partitions can be added to provide for varying uses, but it is recommended that no historic partitions or fixtures be removed, and that no changes be made that are irreversible.

Historic lighting fixtures and plumbing fixtures should be retained and reused when possible.
c. **First Floor**

The current contract calls for the addition and deletion of partitions. These are acceptable because the partitions to be added can easily be removed without harming historic fabric, and the partitions to be deleted are not historic.

It is recommended that particular care be taken with the lobby/waiting room area. Later stud partitions should be removed to open the space up again. All plaster damage at the mural areas should be repaired. As complete as possible recording should be made of the stenciling so that it can be restored. This should be done immediately as the paint is rapidly deteriorating and the patterns are becoming indiscernible. The skylight above should be repaired to match original. As the most important area in the whole building, this space should be preserved and/or reconstructed to match its original appearance as closely as possible. Further inspection and study will be needed in this area to record the stenciling, take paint samples, reconstruct original light fixtures, and linoleum design, etc.

Damage to plaster at walls and ceilings should be repaired, and marble wainscoting should be reinstalled, matching existing, where it has been removed.

Outside of the lobby/waiting room area, partitions may be added and changes made as long as they can be installed, and removed in the future without damaging the historic fabric.

All repairs should match the existing fabric of the item or area being repaired.

All remaining plumbing and lighting fixtures should be retained and reused when possible.

d. **Second Floor**

Recommendations made for the first floor are basically the same here.
The halls and open area relating to the lobby/waiting room below should be preserved and/or restored to original condition.

The remaining spaces may be adaptively used as long as no alterations are irreversible.

All repairs should be done in such a manner as to match the surrounding historic fabric.

All remaining plumbing and lighting fixtures should be retained and reused when possible.

e. Third and Fourth Floors at Tower

These areas were extensively altered by the U.S. Navy during World War II, and have become interpretative instruments in their own right. It is recommended that they be preserved/restored to the World War II period, as this represents an important and exciting part of the building's history.

Columns and window framing need repair or replacement.
Reconstruct two leaded glass canopies above east entry doors, remove glass block infills (eight windows and two doors). Reconstrcut and install doors and windows. Uncover original quary tiles on roof. Repair and replace quary tiles, restore ceiling stenciling at lobby/waiting room area, repair stained glass skylight, restore decorative plasterwork, repair/replace damaged cast stone trim, remove asphaltic covering from terrace and repair area.

H.S.R. Estimate
R. Borras
3/30/81

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>COST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$329,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Original Drawings for Contract No. 2,000
for the construction of
Administration Building with appurtenances
at the site of The Municipal Airport,
Floyd Bennett Field
November 17, 1930
### Door Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Door No.</th>
<th>Type Name</th>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Door Types

#### Glass Types

- TYPICAL PLAN OF BATH ROOMS
- FOR DOORWAYS AND ETC.

#### Plan of Typical Toilet Layout

#### Section AA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section 11</th>
<th>Section BB</th>
<th>Section CC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Electrical Drawings for the Administration Building

Contract No. 2028C
February 16, 1931

See Historical Data Section, Photo No. 15 - The bottom portion of the railing lamp (Type A) can be seen in place. These fixtures are no longer in the buildings.
Administration Building - West Elevation, 1979

Administration Building - East Elevation, 1979
Note half circle ghosts above entry doors at either side of the tower where leaded glass canopies were attached.
Main entry from Flatbush Avenue. Copper letters and bronze eagle have been stripped from this elevation. October 1978.

Entry Portico
Cement coating is stained and cracked.
East Elevation at South End - Note later copper letters ("Naval Air Station") and glass block windows (Compare with Sheet 1 of Contract 2000 following). October 1978.

Southeast Corner of Building. Concrete stairs at end of terrace were installed after original construction phase. April 1979.
Present Control Tower - (See Historical Data Section Photo No. 19 for comparison with original tower.)
October 1978.

Control Tower Interior 1979
Interior of Women's Rest Room on First Floor. January 1979.

Entry out of WPA Tunnel into Administration Building. Stairs, once leading up to the first floor, have been sealed at their heads to allow for a first floor hallway across that area. Access to the basement is still possible via the barely discernible opening to the right of the stair openings. April 1979.

WPA Tunnel - Old wall openings have been sealed with concrete, and no documentation as to what was behind them was found. April 1979.
Lobby/Waiting Room Area looking north. Wood-frame partition at right has cut the space in two.

The ceilings of this lobby area and the surrounding second-floor halls were brightly stencilled.

Upper Corner of Lobby/Waiting Room area showing plaster-ornamented column and ceiling stencilling.
Plaster ornamented column capital - Four columns located one each at the corners of the Lobby/Waiting Room space, Administration Building. (Photo courtesy of Brooks Vaughan - Gateway NEA - Ext. Affairs)
Administration Building 1 - Skylight centered above Lobby/Waiting Room space

(Photo courtesy of Brooks Vaughn - Gateway NAR - Ext. Affairs)
Second floor looking south across open area above Lobby/Waiting Room Area.

Second floor iron stair railing. Plaster walls are scored to imitate Caen stone and wainscoting is buff-colored marble.
Mural panels bordering top of two-story Lobby/Waiting Room space in Administration. Steamship and Dirigible (Stolen, recovered, and now located at Police Headquarters) are two of the few remaining canvases. (Photo courtesy of Brooks Vaughn - Gateway NAR - Ext. Affairs)
Rapidly deteriorating stencil work at ceiling of the central area in the Administration Building
(Photo courtesy of Brooks Vaughn - Gateway NAR - Ext. Affairs)
Partial shot of Lobby/Waiting Room ceiling and underside of upper mural panel - plaster work and stenciling rapidly deteriorating. Administration Building. (Photo courtesy of Brooks Vaughn - Gateway NAR - Ext. Affairs)
Plaster damage in basement in room beneath first-floor level terrace.
April 1979.

Ceiling damage in basement reveals construction, detailing.
April 1979.
Second Floor - Typical bedroom

First-floor room at east side of building.
Repairs and Partial Restoration of the Administration Building

Castro-Blanco, Piscioneri, and Feder, Architects

Drawings 1 through 6 have been included (out of a set of 18 sheets) to show the basic work intended by this contract.
HANGAR COMPLEXES - GENERAL

The historical descriptions of the four hangar complexes are virtually identical. This section will deal with the historic appearance of a typical complex. Individual hangar complexes, their existing conditions, general recommendations, and costs will be discussed in the sections immediately following.

A. Historical Description
   1. Exterior
      a. General Site
         Each hangar measured 120 feet in the east-west direction and 140 feet in the north-south direction. A single story lean-to, 30-feet 4-inches wide, was constructed as part of each hangar at either the west or east side; hangars nearer Flatbush Avenue had a lean-to at the avenue (west) elevation, while hangars nearer the runway had a lean-to at their east elevation. Hangars were sited in four pairs, parallel to Flatbush Avenue. Individual pairs were projected on an axis perpendicular to that avenue with 50 feet of clearance left between each pair. Two hangar complexes/pairs (Complex 4 and Complex 3) were positioned approximately 600 and 750 feet respectively, to the south of the Administration Building. The other two were located approximately 350 and 500 feet (Complex 5 and Complex 6, respectively) away from the Administration Building to the north.

         During the WPA era, each pair of hangars became joined by the addition of a two-story infill, constructed in the 50-foot wide area between the once separate structures.

      b. Steel Framing System
         Steel columns, approximately 32-1/2-feet high, were spaced 20-feet apart along the east and west wall foundation of each hangar, and centered on 5-foot square by 3-foot deep pile caps. Steel trusses (12-feet deep at the center sloping to 10-feet deep at the ends) spanned columns in the east to west direction, with vertical bracing
between. The lean-to shared the I-beam columns of its adjacent hangar. Framing of the lean-to roof consisted of 18-inch steel I-beams, which spanned from the steel columns at the hangar side (at a height of approximately 13 feet) to the exterior brick bearing walls (at a height of approximately 12 feet). Channel purlins, 8-inches deep, were placed perpendicularly across the beams at 6 feet on center.

c. **Masonry**

(1) **Foundation**

Hangar foundation design was similar to that of the Administration Building. It consisted of what was essentially a continuous reinforced concrete spread footing/pile cap supporting the bearing walls. Deep concrete piles were driven to further stabilize the structure in the sandy soils. This perimeter footing, serving basically as a grade beam, was 4 feet below grade; the first 3 feet being 16 inches in width, the fourth foot spreading to 22 inches in width. At 10 feet on center, around the perimeter, 14-inch square reinforced concrete piles were driven to a depth of 35 feet into the sandy subsoils. Extra reinforcement was provided every 20 feet on center under the columns at the east and west walls of the hangar, where the footing spread to a 5-foot square pile cap, 3-feet deep, with a pile at each corner. Hangar flooring consisted of steel fabric-reinforced concrete.

According to the typical hangar drawings dated 1929 (Contract No. 1967) the lean-to floor was left unfinished. Later drawings dated 1931 (Contract No. 2028A) show that a floor of 6-inch cinder concrete was laid at that time.

(2) **Walls**

The superstructure consisted of steel framing members and partially-bearing brick walls. Face brick was reddish/orangish in color, laid in Flemish bond, with a header row every sixth course. A 35-foot high brick pilaster supported on a high concrete base reinforced each corner of the hangar. Pilasters were reinforced by bands of cast stone, located just above the concrete base, at the top, and about 8-feet below the top. A single line of headers projected 1/2
inch and formed the outline of a square between the two upper bands and the outline of a long rectangle between the base and the cast stone trim high above.

A graduation in height from the tall hangar to the one-story lean-to was successfully accomplished by means of continuing the north and south elevations of the lean-to into a high parapet. The outline of the parapet curved and stepped down from a height near the top of the hangar pilaster, ran parallel to the ground, then curved and stepped down twice again in a pattern which rounded the corner and met the shorter parapet of the longer elevation of the lean-to.

The major elevation of the lean-to (either east or west) was divided into seven bays with simple pilasters to further stabilize the bearing walls and support the steel beams of the roof structure.

d. Openings
   (1) Doors
   The north and south elevations of the hangar were dominated by 22-foot high by 10-foot wide aluminum alloy doors which could be slid open to reveal the whole hangar interior. Doors nearer the lean-to were the straight sliding type which could be retracted into pockets built in the lean-to. The other half of the doors could be slid the other direction and around the corner. Door rails were embedded in the concrete of the hangar floor and door guide angles were placed beneath the bottom chords of trusses to allow for this movement. They were roughly divided into thirds vertically—the bottom third solid and the upper two-thirds smaller panes of wired glass. Standard, human-scale doors, were employed elsewhere. In the end section of each sliding door unit was a standard sized "pilot" door for easy passage. One exterior door into each end of the lean-to was provided. These lean-to doors were wood, multi-paneled. Above each door was a nine-light window with a semicircular arch. The arch was emphasized by an outlining header course with cast stone keystone.
The door arrangement at each elevation of the infill structures was generally similar. A large central opening housed oversized double doors and was framed in a simple design of brick and cast stone. This central opening was flanked either by single doors or windows, one each near either side of the elevation.

(2) Windows

Wood frame, one over one, double hung sash windows were installed at the south and north ends of the long exterior elevation of the lean-to, while steel frame windows were used elsewhere. The steel windows were multipaned and fixed with interior panes framed to pivot open. Openings were plain on their interior sides, but on the exterior, had cast stone sills and flat arches with a soldier course and cast stone keystone. The hangar elevations which were later joined by the WPA addition originally were dominated by multi-paned window infills which spanned between the seven bays. Above the lean-tos, at the opposite elevations, similarly designed window infills were installed.

e. Roof and Roof Drainage

The roof structure of the main hangar space consisted of: steel Warren trusses 10 feet in depth at the supports to 12 feet at the center running east-west at 20 feet on center with vertical cross bracing; 10-inch channel purlins with 3-inch by 4-inch spruce nailers above and perpendicular to the trusses; and 1-1/2-inch thick by 8-inch wide T&G sheathing. A simpler roof structure was above the lean-to space. It consisted of T&G sheathing over steel channels with nailers, which in turn rested on 18-inch deep steel I-beams. The hangar roof sloped slightly down from the center to the east and west (1 in 30), while the roof of its lean-to sloped away from the hangar at the same rate (1 in 30). Roof covering (according to original drawings) was originally composition roofing with a mineralized surface.

Rainwater furniture was of copper and wrought iron. Copper gutters ran the length of the east and west hangar elevations. Water was carried into subterranean drain pipes via wrought iron leaders which ran down the exterior face of the hangar, across the roof of the
lean-to, and down the face of the lean-to into the drains. Leaders on
the elevation opposite the lean-to (this was before the infill structure was
built to tie the two hangars together, and there was still 50 feet of space
between the two) ran straight down the wall from the gutter. Copper
flashing was used throughout.

f. WPA Work

Various additions and changes were made to the
structures by the WPA. Work done varied from building to building, but
some general, typical modifications were made to the hangar complexes.
In the 50-foot wide clearance between each pair of hangars, an infill
building, which connected the two hangars along the full length of their
facing elevations, was constructed. The infill structure was compatible
with the existing structures, using the same types of brick and bond,
and parapets of approximately the same height as the hangars it
connected. The parapet configuration varied from structure to structure,
but all were capped with a band of cast stone. There were also
variations in the elevations as a whole, the floor plan layouts, and roof
structure. Individual in-fill structures will be discussed and shown
graphically in their appropriate sections.

2. Interior - Hangar Complex - General Description

The term "hangar complex," as used in this and the
following sections, refers to a pair of hangars, their lean-tos, and the
WPA infill structure combined as one unit. Typical interiors of hangar,
lean-to, and WPA infill will be discussed here, while any specific details
of each hangar complex will be described in the four sections immediately
following.

a. Hangar

(1) Flooring

The typical hangar floor was a 6-inch concrete
slab, reinforced by welded steel fabric placed 2-inches below the upper
surface. The large expanse of flooring was comprised of a series of
10-foot wide by 70-foot long slabs connected by 4-foot long, No. 5 tie
rods at 4 feet on center, located 3-inches below the slab surface.
(2) Walls and Ceiling
North and south walls were formed by the interior side of the tall sliding doors described in the exterior section. There initially was no wall separating the hangar from the lean-to, but when the brick wall was filled in between the columns, it was left unfinished with the brickwork exposed. The wall opposite the lean-to wall was originally dominated by glass. Glass was removed at the lower levels and the openings were bricked up as part of the WPA infill construction work.

There were no ceilings in the hangar. The Warren trusses and the 8-inch T&G planking were exposed to view from below.

(3) Doors and Windows
Because there were no interior partitions, no interior doors or windows were used. When the space between the columns which divided the hangar from the lean-to area was bricked-up, steel frame windows, and tin clad gravity fire doors were installed in the new wall.

b. Lean-to
The lean-tos were not finished during the original construction. The exterior walls and roof structure were erected, but floors, interior partitions and finishes were not installed until a few years later, under a separate contract.

(1) Flooring
A note on the 1929 drawings at the lean-to area states: "cement floor omitted in lean-to." Apparently the floors of the lean-tos were not installed until several years later when construction drawings appear for completion of the lean-to interiors. These showed the floor construction of the office spaces to be 6-inch cinder concrete with 3- by 4-inch beveled spruce sleepers embedded at 16 inches on center and 1-inch thick wood flooring over. The remainder of the lean-to floor construction was similar, using 5-1/2-inch cinder concrete slab,
similarly designed sleepers, and 1-1/2-inch thick wood flooring. Toilet areas had 5-1/2-inch cinder concrete slab with tile covering over.

(2) Walls and Ceilings

Under the original contract, the hangars were left open to their lean-tos, with the only separation provided by the exposed structural steel columns. As the lean-tos were finished, a new brick wall was constructed along the line of the columns to clearly divide the two areas (hangar and lean-to).

The lean-tos varied in use. In general, the southern ends were divided into four office spaces with locker and toilet rooms to their north. The central portions and the northern ends were left basically open, the two divided by storage and toilet space.

Interior partitions were terra cotta with a plaster finish. Brick-bearing walls, and the brick wall dividing the lean-to from the hangar, were left exposed in the large open areas and finished with plaster in the offices and smaller areas.

Ceilings consisted of plaster applied to wire lath hung from the steel channels by 3/8- by 12-inch hangers at 5 feet on center.

(3) Doors and Windows

Access from the hangar space into the lean-to was afforded by several standard 3-foot by 7-foot swinging doors and one or two 10-foot wide tin clad gravity fire doors. Originally, the only doors to the exterior were those located, one each, at the short north and south elevations. Later, doors replaced the original window openings along the longer exterior elevation.

Windows between the hangar and lean-to were steel frame and sash.
c. WPA Infill

(1) Flooring

In general, floors were 6-inch concrete slab laid at the same elevation as those of the hangar. Two of the four infill structures (those of Complexes 4 and 5) contained boiler rooms in which the floor elevation dropped 2 feet.

(2) Walls and Ceilings

The long walls adjacent to the hangar portion and the exterior elevations were usually left with the brick surface exposed. Where terra cotta interior partitions were constructed, they were finished smooth with plaster.

The main ceilings usually consisted of the exposed tongue and groove roof sheathing supported on steel Warren trusses, with scattered skylights.

(3) Doors and Windows

Access from the hangar spaces on either side of the infill was afforded by 10-foot wide metal rollup door centered in the adjoining wall. Metal sliding doors (approximately 3 feet by 7 feet) flanked this roll-up door at a distance of about 40 feet to either side.

Solid brick walls filled in around the doors, with no other openings.
Original Drawings - Hangar Buildings

The City of New York, Department of Docks
Contract No. 1967
Sheets 35, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11
Drawings for the construction of the Hangar Lean-tos. 1931

Drawing A-2 could be used to repair or reconstruct original toilet partitions.
Details of Inscriptions for Hangars
March 20, 1931

Inscriptions were subject to change
depending on occupancy.

Hangar inscriptions are now invisible
beneath a coat of light yellow paint,
but the original inscriptions can be
seen in Photo No. 7 of the Historical
Data Section.
HANGAR COMPLEX 3

A. **Historical Description**
See "Hangar Complexes General."

B. **Existing Conditions**
   1. **Exterior**
      a. **Site**
         Some low vegetation has grown in close to the building perimeter.

      b. **Steel Framing System**
         The steel frame, though deteriorating in certain areas, can still be considered structurally sound.

         Several of the pilasters have lines of brickwork separation. The separation usually occurs along the vertical at the trim formed by the projecting headers. This separation is most severe at the far east and far west pilasters of the north elevation. It is probable that the separation occurred as follows: the steel section imbedded in the pilaster was subjected to mild rusting. Since the masonry butted directly against the steel, even a small amount of rusting and expansion by the steel caused the pilaster to crack. Once cracked, the pilaster became the victim of the elements, especially the freeze-thaw action of water, which caused the cracks to widen. However, after limited visual inspection, and because of the absence of rust stains which would accompany extensive rusting, it is believed that the structural steel is still sound.

      c. **Masonry**
         This is the only hangar complex with a two-story lean-to. Photographs taken during the Work Progress Administration (WPA) era show the east lean-to with its parapet in an incomplete stage and at a height of about one story. It appears as if the trim and upper part of the one-story wall had been removed to allow for the "keying in" and addition of the second story. The change was completed by reusing
the original cast stone pilaster caps and coping on the new wall (see Photograph No. 31 - Historic Data Section).

A new one-story 10-foot wide bay was added at the same time about 22 feet in from the south end of this elevation. The seventh first story window from the north end was partially infilled with brick to frame around a new door at that location.

The masonry walls of the complex have become deteriorated and damaged. Approximately 75 percent of the mortar is deteriorating throughout, with damage being especially severe at the high parapets of the lean-tos. Large areas of loose brick are found at the northwest and southwest parapets.

Horizontal separation lines appear at the heads of virtually every window, where the steel lintels have rusted and expanded, displacing the brickwork.

Cast stone coping and pilaster trim has not been immune to deterioration and staining, although to a lesser degree than that of the other hangars.

d. Openings
The aluminum alloy sliding doors which dominate north and south elevations are in fair condition, the main damage being many broken panes of glass and exfoliation at the corners and ends.

At the north elevation, approximately 10 percent of the glass is missing from the doors of the east hangar (Hangar 1) and 20 percent from the doors at the west (Hangar 2). At the south, 5 percent of the panes of the west doors are missing and 20 percent of those at the east end.

Most of the "human-scale" doors have been altered in some way or have been replaced. Doors into the lean-tos have greatly deteriorated. The original arch-framed lights above these doors have
been bricked in, except for that of the southwest corner door. This
door retains its arch window, but the proportions have been altered using
a shorter door and longer window than the original (compare existing
condition to original drawing).

The pilot doors into the main hangar spaces are
relatively new, and do not match those of historic photographs or original
drawings.

All exterior doors into the WPA infill are in poor
condition. At the north, the large central opening has been framed down
to provide for a standard set of double doors. The left flanking door is
completely gone, the opening sealed with plywood. The right flanking
door is still fairly sound with its arch light still intact. Plywood veneers
on the three doors at the south infill elevation are warping and splitting.
(Though no solid evidence has been found, it is probable that these, and
the infill doors of the other hangar complexes, were kalamein.) The
central opening has not been framed down in size, but the double doors
and plain rectangular lights above are modern versions. The flanking
doors are in poor condition, but the framing of the original arched lights
is intact.

Windows are generally deteriorating. The main
problem is that of the rusting and expansion of the steel lintels. Metal
and wood frames are corroding and flaking; approximately 15 percent are
not refurbishable. The cast stone sills are cracking, spalling and
stained. Those along the east and west elevations suffering the worst
deterioration. Approximately 20 percent of the glazing is broken or
missing.

Identification and/or advertising messages which were
historically (and until recently) painted on the deep metal facias above
the large hangar doors are now painted over.

e. **Roof and Roof Drainage**

The roof framing system is still in basically sound condition.

Roof decking above Hangar 2 (west hangar) is basically sound. Other areas, however, have some trouble spots. Approximately 25 percent of the WPA infill and west lean-to decking is rotted. About 30 percent of the decking of Hangar 1 and its lean-to is rotted, with damage prevalent near the juncture of the two.

Roofing and flashing are in poor condition.

Copper scuppers and downspouts were installed at the east lean-to at the time of its second floor addition. These are now all missing. The iron rainwater furniture at the west lean-to is basically sound, missing only small sections.

2. **Interior**
   a. **East Hangar**

   The concrete floor remains in sound, acceptable condition. Brick walls are generally sound, but paint finish is peeling and flaking. The center steel column at both east and west walls is rusting, and staining. The rotted roof boards are allowing water to penetrate along the length of the east wall and causing water staining at the central ceiling area.

   b. **East Hangar Lean-to**

   This section of the complex is in extremely poor condition. Vinyl tiles, installed to finish the wood floor structure of the second level, are warped and rotted. The concrete slab of the first floor is serviceable. Both the original partitions and later partitions are in poor condition. Original plaster on diamond mesh lath, applied to finish the interior common brick face of the east wall, is extremely deteriorated with large portions cracked or fallen. Similarly, exposure to the elements and rainwater leakage have caused extensive damage at the ceilings of both the first and second levels.
c. **West Hangar**
   This hangar is in good condition except for deteriorating paint finish on the brick walls.

d. **West Hangar Lean-to**
   This part of the complex is generally open in plan.
   Sections of the floor slab have settled in this lean-to. As with the other lean-to, plaster walls and ceiling are in poor condition, and paint finish on the exposed brick walls is flaking and peeling. Plumbing stub outs are extant, but all fixtures are gone.

e. **WPA Infill**
   This infill has two levels, both in fair to poor condition.

C. **Recommendations**

1. **Comments Concerning All Hangars**
   General deterioration of each of the hangar complexes continues at a rapid, ever-increasing pace. It is most likely that areas of damage and thus cost estimates will have increased by the time preservation/adaptive use work begins. Interior work will be partially dependent on the results of the DCP. It should be stressed, however, that no work, interior or exterior, should be allowed that would have an irreversible effect on the building's historic fabric, and all work should follow the "Guidelines for Preservation/Adaptive Use" included at the front of this report.

   The main importance of these buildings lies in their contribution to the historic scene of the airfield. As such, the overall visual impact and historic authenticity of the exteriors play a leading role, with the interiors more in the background. It is fortunate that few alterations have been made to the hangar complexes. Alterations, additions, and changes to the exteriors have been minor and the buildings basically retain their historic appearance and an authentic visual impact.
It is the overall ambiance and feeling that is sought here. The most important immediate step is to make these buildings watertight, safe, and sound either by emergency stabilization or full-fledged preservation. (Currently a contract is being prepared at the DSC which will provide for a beginning to the preservation of Hangar Complex 5 and stabilization work on the other three hangars.)

It is recommended that the soundest roofing design be used - (probably 100 percent recovery with 4 ply built up roofing) - instead of trying to recreate an exact duplicate of the original roof covering (which was similar in appearance to the more modern materials and not even visible to the casual observer on the ground).

Copper flashing was used throughout. In areas where the copper is visible, repair and replacement should be with copper. In non-visible areas, it is more important that the material or design methods used be sound and durable. Similarly, original copper or iron gutters and downspouts should be replaced in kind when visible.

A problem recurring throughout is the rusting and expanding of the steel lintels at the heads of all openings. Eventually all of the lintels will need to be replaced, but a high percentage need replacement now. An exact assessment of condition will be needed at the time their repair/replacement is to begin. It is preferrable, in the long run, that the replacement material be other than steel, as steel corrodes rapidly and must be kept painted at all times (a maintenance factor that has proven difficult to attain). Materials such as fiberglass and stainless steel should be investigated for their potential use in these structures. Though a modern material may be employed, its appearance-in-place must still match the historic.

The original steel window frames should be refurbished wherever possible. Continuous maintenance and paint application is absolutely necessary with this material as steel is particularly susceptible to weathering. As with the lintels, research should be undertaken to find viable alternative materials which would prove more maintenance free and yet still appear historic.
Parts of the large hangar doors may need replacement but the doors as a whole are still in good condition. Glazing used should match original glass, some of which is still in place. Parts of the doors needing replacement can be easily matched to the historic, as the part is sure to be extant on one or more of the sixteen sets along Hangar Row.

Where lean-to doors have been bricked in, it is not of the foremost importance that the original transom be duplicated and installed. At least one photograph of World War II vintage shows that space with a wood infill painted with the inscriptions of the building's occupant. Further research will be needed to try and determine how each of these doors were constructed and used if a full restoration is desired. However, until more funding is available, it is recommended that the existing doors be stabilized or refurbished. It is speculated that the doors were constructed as per the original drawings and then changed later to fit the needs of the Navy occupancies.

2. **Recommendations - Hangar Complex 3**
   a. **Exterior**
      1. **Site**
         Remove surrounding vegetation.

   b. **Steel Framing System**
      Where steel members have corroded and caused damage to the brickwork, that brickwork will have to be repaired. The steel should be inspected, cleaned, inspected for damage, and repaired if necessary. All steel should be painted with a rust-inhibitive paint.

   c. **Masonry**
      Repoint approximately 75 percent of the brickwork.

Several pilasters and parts of the high parapet walls may need to be rebuilt. These areas should be closely inspected by a structural engineer at the time preservation work is considered to determine precise extent of damage.
Brickwork above many openings will be relaid when corroded lintels are replaced.

Clean and repair cast stone coping and trim.

d. **Openings**
Reglaze large sliding doors: 10 percent at north of east hangar, 20 percent at south of east hangar, 20 percent at north of west hangar, and 5 percent at south of west hangar.

Check condition at time of preservation work to determine method and number of steel lintels that will need replacement. Replace approximately 15 percent of the steel frames and reglaze approximately 20 percent of the window areas.

Remove wood overhang assemblies from doors of East hangar lean-to.

Refurbish or install new single doors in the WPA infill. Leave semi-circular overhead fan lights intact or install copy of historic.

e. **Roof and Roof Drainage**
At time of preservation work, inspect roof structure to determine the minimum area of decking which will need replacing. At present approximately 25 percent of the decking of the WPA infill and west hangar lean-to and 30 percent of that of the east hangar and its lean-to is rotted.

Completely reroof with modern 4 ply built up roofing.

Repair flashing, installing new where necessary. Install three new copper scuppers and downspouts at the east side. Make small repairs to remaining rainwater furniture.
2. **Interior**

Most of the interior deterioration is a result of the poor condition of the exterior of this building. Once the exterior is made sound and watertight, the interior deterioration will halt. Much more liberty can then be taken on the interiors of the hangar complex than on the exteriors when designing for an adaptive use. However, historic fabric, including mechanical and electrical systems and fixtures, should be used when possible.

D. **Cost Estimate**

The type of interior work is yet to be determined, and the extent of exterior damage and much of the designing of details will be re-examined at the time of actual preservation. Because of this, it is difficult to arrive at an exact estimate of preservation/adaptive use costs. The cost estimate on the following page is based on a cost per square foot for this type and extent of preservation work in the New York area. It can be applied to each of the four hangar complexes and does not include any construction for interior adaptive use.
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HANGAR COMPLEX 4

A. Historical Description
See "Hangar Complexes General."

The north elevation of the WPA Infill of this complex was more intricate in design than the other infills (probably because it faced toward the Administration Building). It had a cast stone propellor/wing design at the center of the parapet, three large cast stone Art Deco panels, and six pilasters with cast stone bands across the upper portions.

B. Existing Conditions
1. Exterior
   a. Site
      A small concrete structure now stands very close to the complex at its northeast corner.

   b. Steel Framing System
      The frame is structurally sound. As with those of Hangar Complex 3, some pilasters have cracks due to the expansion of steel columns and, to a lesser degree the freeze-thaw action of water.

   c. Masonry
      It is ironic that while the brickwork of this complex is in the worst condition of that of all four hangars, its interior is the least deteriorated. All four of its high end parapets have spots of loose brick and deteriorating mortar, and a large part of the southeast corner parapet has actually fallen.

      A major portion of the exterior mortar (80 percent) is deteriorating.

      Coping along the west elevation is deteriorated in spots.
d. **Openings**

About 10 percent of the glass at the large hangar doors is damaged or missing.

The door at the north end of the east hangar lean-to has obviously been altered. The upper opening is now square in shape. One of the windows at the east elevation had been converted to a door and now both door and old window openings are bricked in.

The problem of corroding expanding steel lintels recurs here. It is extremely serious along the whole west elevation where a wide horizontal line of brick separation occurs along the heads of all openings.

Metal and wood window frames are weathering, but in better condition than those of Complex 3.

Cast stone sills are stained and cracking throughout.

About 5 percent of the window glazing is damaged.

e. **Roof and Roof Drainage**

Roof framing is basically sound, but roof decking is beginning to deteriorate at the WPA Infill and the east hangar lean-to, where about 50 percent has rotted.

Gutters and leaders are in poor condition, especially along the east elevation where long lengths of gutter are missing.

Flashing is in fair to poor condition.

2. **Interior**

a. **East Hangar**

Presently occupied, this space is in good condition.
b. **East Hangar Lean-to**
   This space is in fair condition except for ceiling damage due to the rotted roof decking.

c. & d. **West Hangar and West Hangar Lean-to**
   Occupied by the New York Police Department (NYPD), these spaces are in very good condition. The roof has been patched and is maintained by NYPD.

e. **WPA Infill**
   The floor is sound, though covered with deteriorated vinyl tiles. Walls and ceiling are in fair condition, although a leaking roof in this area is causing staining and damage to the roof boards and brick wall.

   Many quasi-temporary wood frame one-story partitions were constructed in this infill. They are in poor to fair condition and of minimal historic value.

C. **Recommendations**
   See "Comments Concerning All Hangars", Recommendations, Hangar Complex 3.

1. **Site**
   Demolish concrete structure at the northeast corner of the complex.

2. **Steel Framing System**
   Any steel that has corroded severly enough to cause damage to the brickwork will need to be cleaned, inspected, and repaired, if necessary, at the time the brickwork is repaired. All steel should be painted with rust inhibitive paint.

3. **Masonry**
   Build back the southeast corner parapet with brick, bond and mortar which match the surrounding area. The remaining three
corner parapets are intact, but will need careful inspection to determine whether they will need rebuilding or if repointing will suffice to make them sound and stable.

Repoint 80 percent of the mortar.

Clean and repair cast stone trim. Most work is needed along the west elevation.

Special care should be taken to preserve and protect the Art Deco cast stone trim at the north end of the Infill.

4. **Openings**
   
   Reglaze 10 percent glass area of hangar doors.
   
   Remove wood overhang assembly from the north door of the east hangar lean-to.
   
   Reglaze 5 percent of the window area.
   
   Clean and repair/replace cast stone sills and keystones.
   
   A high percentage of the steel lintels will need replacement. Inspect all openings at the time of preservation work to determine the exact number. Replace approximately 5 percent of the steel window frames.
   
   Refurbish existing wood window frames.
   
   Install new door at south end of west hangar lean-to. Repair remaining doors until a final design is determined.

5. **Roof and Roof Drainage**
   
   At time of preservation work, inspect roof structure to determine minimum area of decking needing replacement. This should be approximately 50 percent of the decking located at the WPA infill and the east hangar lean-to.
Repair or replace approximately 40 percent of the flashing.

D. **Cost Estimate**

See D. Cost Estimate for Hangar Complex 3.
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HANGAR COMPLEX 5

A. Historical Description
   See "Hangar Complexes General."

   The south elevation of the WPA Infill of this complex, the side
   facing the Administrative Building, had the same cast stone propellor
   design as that of the Infill of Hangar Complex 4. The cast stone Art
   Deco panels, however, were not applied here.

B. Existing Conditions
   1. Exterior
      a. Site
         In general, the exterior condition of this complex is
         much better than that of Hangar Complex 6, and damage due to lintel
         erosion is not as severe as that of the other complexes.

         b. Steel Framing System
            The frame is structurally sound. Some of the
            plasters have been cracked, however, due to the corrosion and expansion
            of the steel columns and water freeze-thaw action.

         c. Masonry
            All four of the high lean-to parapets have damaged
            and eroded masonry work. The two at the west hangar lean-to are
            leaning slightly out away from the building.

            About 65 percent of the exterior mortar is
            deteriorating.

            Four of the pilasters have long vertical brick
            separation cracks.
d. **Openings**

About 35 percent of the glazing at the large hangar doors is damaged or missing.

Corroding and expanding steel lintels are a problem at this hangar complex, but to a lesser degree than that at the other three. An attempt was made to patch some of the damage and this probably slowed down the deterioration process.

Three of the lean-to doors have been bricked in at their overhead light.

At the center bay of the east elevation a window opening has been altered to form a new opening for a door.

Some erosion of steel frames and rotting of wood frames is occurring.

e. **Roof and Roof Drainage**

The roof framing is still basically sound but the wood decking is rapidly deteriorating. Deterioration occurs at about 60 percent of the east hangar lean-to, 15 percent of the east hangar, 30 percent of the WPA infill, 15 percent of the west hangar, and 50 percent of the west hangar lean-to.

Gutters, leaders and flashing are in fair to poor condition.

2. **Interior**

a. **East Hangar**

This portion is generally sound except for leaking and damaged roof planking and deteriorated paint.

b. **East Hangar Lean-to**

This space is extremely deteriorated. Plaster on ceilings and walls is falling, paint is flaking, and flooring is rotted.
c. West Hangar
   The hangar is generally sound (presently used for roller hockey) except for deteriorated paint and leaking/damaged roof planking.

   d. West Hangar Lean-to
   Though in better condition than the east hangar lean-to, there is deterioration of plaster paint, and flooring due to water penetration from the roof.

   e. WPA Infill
   This is in fair condition (better than either lean-to). Roof leakage is also apparent here, and skylights have broken glass and weathered flashing.

C. Recommendations

Work on this complex for preservation/adaptive use is scheduled for 1980 and 1981. The A/E Manager for contracts concerning this work is Jeff Bentz of the Denver Service Center. As now planned, a major part of the allocated funds will be invested in exterior preservation with much of the remainder going toward preparing the interior for indoor recreational uses.

This work should follow the "Guidelines for Preservation/Adaptive Use" included in the front of this report and involves the continuous input and consultation of the members of the branch of historic preservation, Mid-Atlantic/North Atlantic Team, Denver Service Center.
Interior WPA Infill, Hangar Complex 5
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HANGAR COMPLEX 6

A. Historical Description
See "Hangar Complexes General." The major difference between this complex and the other three is in the sawtooth roof design of the WPA infill.

B. Existing Conditions
1. Exterior
   a. Site
      There is a large caved-in section of asphalt around the center downspout at the east wall. A small concrete structure was built near the complex at the north end of the east elevation.

   b. Steel Framing System
      The frame is still structurally sound, but the long cracks due to column corrosion and water freeze-thaw expansion appear here to a drastic degree.

   c. Masonry
      Most of the pilasters have long vertical cracks due to the corrosion of the steel columns and water freeze-thaw expansion. Continued expansion could lead to serious damage.

      The high parapets at the south elevation are loose with deteriorated mortar.

      About 75 percent of the mortar is deteriorated.

   d. Openings
      The aluminum alloy hangar doors are exfoliating at the edges.

      A comparatively large percent of glass is broken or missing at the hangar doors. At the north elevation, 20 percent of that
of the east hangar and 30 percent of that of the west hangar is damaged. Forty percent of the glazing of the east hangar and 20 percent of that of the west hangar at the south elevation is damaged.

A bay with windows on three sides was added shortly after initial construction at the far end of the east elevation.

All four of the lean-to doors are bricked in at the area of their arched heads, and the sixth window from the north at the west elevation has been infilled with concrete.

The problem of lintel deterioration and expansion is especially severe at this complex. Steel window frames are also deteriorating. Most of the windows along the east and west elevations are in extremely poor condition, as are the upper windows at the south end of the WPA infill. Others are in fair to poor condition.

A wood frame covered entry was constructed at the door of the north side of the WPA infill.

e. Roof and Roof Drainage

The roof framing is still sound, but wood decking is deteriorated in areas. This damage occurs over approximately 50 percent of the east hangar lean-to, 30 percent of the east hangar, 50 percent of the WPA infill, 30 percent of the west hangar, and 50 percent of the west hangar lean-to.

Roofing and flashing are in poor condition. A cap of lead coated copper was placed over the cast stone coping around the perimeter at an unknown date.

The iron rainwater furniture appears basically sound, missing only small sections.
2. Interior
   a. East Hangar
      This hangar is in fairly sound condition, with only peeling paint on the brick walls and small areas of roof deck damage allowing entry of rainwater.
   
   b. East Hangar Lean-to
      Plaster finish on roof and walls is badly deteriorated.
   
   c. West Hangar
      The hangar is in fair condition.
   
   d. West Hangar Lean-to
      The lean-to is in better condition than the eastern lean-to. Roof decking is exposed and the brick walls are sound with only some peeling paint. (Plaster finishes were never applied to these areas.)
   
   e. WPA Infill
      This area was constructed to include a boiler room at the south end with a mezzanine level above. Walls at the main level were exposed painted brick, while the interior partitions of terra cotta and the main walls of the mezzanine were covered with a plaster finish. Similarly, the sawtooth roof structure was exposed at the main level, while the mezzanine had a plaster ceiling. The plaster finishes at the mezzanine level are cracking and deteriorating, and the paint is peeling. Paint at the main level is also deteriorating. Decking and skylights at the sawtooth roof are in poor condition.

C. Recommendations
   See Comments Concerning All Hangars, and Recommendations
   Exterior Hangar Complex 3.

1. Exterior
   a. Site
      Fill the caved-in section of asphalt at the east wall and cover with bituminous material after repairing the downspout in that area.
Demolish the concrete shed located at the northwest corner of the complex.

b. **Steel Framing System**
   
   As repairs are made to the masonry work, inspect any exposed framework for signs of serious damage. Clean and/or repair and recover. Paint with rust inhibitive paint.

c. **Masonry**
   
   Repoint approximately 75 percent of the brickwork.

   Carefully inspect pilasters at time of preservation work to determine which can be repaired in place and which will need to be rebuilt.

   Inspect the high parapet walls at time of preservation to determine exact extent of work required. (It is likely that the end parapets at the south elevation will need to be rebuilt.)

   Clean and repair all cast stone trim.

d. **Openings**

   Repair the exfoliating edges of the hangar doors. (This can be done by sandblasting the loose material, priming, and painting. If a more finished appearance is then required, the edges can be finished with auto body filler.)

   Reglaze broken and missing glass at the hangar doors. This includes approximately 20 percent at the east hangar and 30 percent at the west hangar at the north and 20 percent of the west hangar and 40 percent of the east hangar at the south.

   Check condition at time of preservation to determine the number of steel lintels and window frames that will need replacement and the number that can be refurbished in place. Most of the east and west windows will need replacement.
At time of preservation, demolish the wood frame entry shed at the north door of the WPA infill.

e. **Roof and Roof Drainage**
   Inspect wood decking to determine the minimum area needing replacement. This will be approximately 40 percent.

   Reroof total roof area.

   Repair flashing and rainwater furniture.

D. **Cost Estimate**
   See D. Cost Estimate for Hangar Complex 3.
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HANGAR COMPLEX 6

Drawings for WPA Infill, 1935
GARAGE-SHOPS 26

This structure was erected at the south end of Hangar Row to provide a dope shop and garage for the field. It measured approximately 125 feet by 50 feet (see Historical Data Section Photograph No. 32 - Construction of Dope House).

A. Historical Description
   1. Exterior
      a. Site
         The structure was sited about 10-feet west of Pumphouse 30 with its long axis in the east-west direction. Its north elevation, the front, faced Hangar Complex 3, and the west paralleled Flatbush Avenue. Asphalt block paving was used in front of the building, while concrete and asphalt concrete was used at the three remaining sides. (Asphalt materials were in use at the time of this building's construction, but there is no conclusive evidence that the existing material is the original fabric.)

      b. Masonry
         (1) Foundation and Walls
            Original drawings were not found for this structure, but visual evidence indicates that the structural system is similar to that of the hangars. It can be assumed that with this large of a building, piles may have been spaced beneath a spread footing to aid anchorage beneath bearing walls. From the exterior pilaster design and simpler interior pilasters, it is assumed that the superstructure consisted of steel framing members with brick and terra cotta tile infill and partially bearing walls.

            Walls consisted of the typical "Hangar Row" orangish face brick laid in common bond with headers every sixth course. Brick was placed against the thicker wall of structural clay tile.
Pilasters, one header thickness in depth, but wide, were spaced across the elevations: four at the north, eight at the south, and four each at east and west.

(2) Parapet and Trim

The walls, crowned by a cast stone coping, extended approximately 2-feet above the roof line to form a parapet. At the center of each elevation the parapet stepped up about a foot and arched elliptically. Between this center statement and the end of both north and south elevations, the parapet rose one step.

Pilasters were capped with a band of cast stone. Another band of cast stone encircled the structure about 3-1/2-feet below the cap, just above a soldier course which surrounded the building at the head of openings. A small flat diamond or square shape of cast stone was centered on each pilaster between the cap and lower trim, and centered and below each parapet elevation change.

c. Doors and Windows

Openings spanned between pilasters at the north (main) elevation. This facade was divided into a narrow center entry bay, flanked by a long bay in east and west which opened into the large garage and shop spaces. East and west bays were similar, with a large expanse of small panes of glazing in a steel frame. A large overhead sliding door was centered in each glazed bay. The existing multi-paneled wood doors are not original. Though no photographs or plans were found to document their original appearance, the doors were probably of a design similar to the surrounding glazing. Each of these end bays had one standard sized (3- by 7-foot) door located at the far side near the center bay. Between the central pilasters was the main entry door flanked by expanses of small glass lights. This door was framed with cast stone and a wide cast stone band spanned the central bay at the level of the door’s head.

East and west elevations were similar with three large steel frame-and-sash windows set in bays formed by four wide
pilasters. The height of the opening was from a level about 3 feet above grade to the soldier course which was continuous around the building. There were six lights along the horizontal and seven lights along the vertical. Two inner sections of eight lights each could be pivoted open within the fixed framing system. Sills were cast stone.

A door-window assembly similar to that of the center front entry was used at the center rear elevation (south). Six-light sections pivoted open within the larger fixed frame. Five-light-wide by seven-light-high windows were situated in each bay to either side of the center and in each end bay. The bay between these window bays (the second bay in from each end) contained a secondary entry. The eastern of these is now partially boarded over and the western has been infilled with masonry so it is difficult to be sure of the original fabric and arrangement. The openings are still visible, however, and it can be speculated that the door was flanked by a triple row of steel-framed lights with a steel-framed transom over.

Steel lintels were used as support above all wall openings.

d. **Roof and Roof Drainage**

The roof structure consisted of steel trusses with wood decking laid perpendicular. The roof was divided into three sections nearly equal in width running east-west, with the center section rising about 4 feet above the level side sections. This center section was flat except at the east and west where it sloped down to meet the end walls parapet at the level of the side sections. Roofing was asphalt roll and the vertical walls of the center section were covered with asphalt siding.

Drainage was provided by a gutter/leader system which directed water down through pipes in the interior of the structure at each of its four corners. A copper gutter ran along both sides of the higher center roof portion. Downspouts dumped the collected water onto the side sections which in turn were slightly sloped toward the corner.
roof drains. From the roof drains, water was guided to underground pipes through large downspouts exposed to the interior of the structure.

2. **Interior**
   
a. **Flooring and Floor Plan**

   Flooring was concrete slab on grade. An asphalt topping was applied over at an unknown point in time. Partial mezzanines were of concrete. Floor raceways, about a foot wide and with flush rectangular concrete cover plates, were located around the perimeter of the two large spaces along their exterior walls.

   The floor plan consisted of two large open spaces (about 60 by 50 feet each), one each at the east and west, and a core area of smaller spaces between. Main entry into the large spaces was via the overhead doors which were centered in the north walls of the rooms in a 35-foot wide opening.

   The central core area was accessible from the exterior by a door at either north or south ends. From the north end, one entered into a small vestibule from which access to the large spaces was available via doors at east and west. The south end door led through a short hall to an iron ships ladder located against the west wall of the core area. The ships ladder provided access to the mezzanine above, from which access to the roof could be gained via an iron ladder attached to the wall surface. At the other side of the east and west hall walls at the south end were small toilet facilities. These were accessible from the large space to which one each was adjacent.

   The central portion of the core area leaves room for speculation, as its arrangement and use varies in its appearance on different drawings. Another ships ladder against the west wall in this area certainly appears original, although it does not show up on any drawings. The ladder leads to a second mezzanine at the north end of the core area. Again, access to the roof is provided by an iron built-in ladder. The mezzanine and ladders may be assumed original because of their similarity to those aforementioned and because of an original-appearing roof hatch above.
The western of the large spaces appears to have always been left basically open, though its uses varied from metal shop to garage. The eastern large space varied from dope shop to a later use for paint spray.

b. **Walls**

The structural clay tile was left exposed, and so was visible on the interior of the building's perimeter walls. Walls of the central core area were of common brick, also uncovered. These wall surfaces have been painted but dating the layering is not possible without further investigation.

A small room was erected with metal partitions, again at an unknown time, in the southeast corner of the east large space.

c. **Ceiling**

The ceiling finish was cement plaster or diamond mesh lath. It was higher at the center, generally following the profile of the roof structure.

d. **Equipment**

Electrical and mechanical equipment was surface mounted. An overhead sprinkler system was used.

**B. Existing Conditions**

1. **Exterior**

The exterior remains in overall fair condition, and basically retains its historic appearance. The major visual alteration has been a concrete block shed-roofed addition which was attached to the west end of the south elevation in 1944 for the U.S. Naval Air Station. The block walls of the addition were given a Portland cement finish and the woodframed roof was covered with 1-inch gypsum laminated roof deck and mineral surfaced roofing. The still extant 10 by 20 foot old paint storage building located just southeast of Building 26 was constructed at the same time as this addition and of the same materials.
a. Site
Vegetation has grown up around the east and south areas of the structure and between joints in the asphalt block at the north.

b. Masonry
Foundation and walls appear to be in basically sound condition. Steel columns have apparently not begun to deteriorate as no damage is apparent in the brickwork.

Intermittent hairline cracks are present and about 30 percent of the mortar is deteriorating.

Cast stone coping and trim are spotted in appearance, black from misplaced bituminous roofing material, and white from weathering of the concrete finish.

c. Doors and Windows
Steel lintels and framing at doors and windows are severely deteriorated and exfoliating.

Many glass panes are broken and openings at the south elevation have been sealed with plywood. Exhaust fans for the Dope Shop half of the building were installed at an unknown point in time (after 1944). They pierce through boarded up openings at the south elevation at a height of approximately 8 feet.

The kalamein overhead doors at the north side are in poor condition, the structure of the western being damaged at the lower left corner.

Headers (at the underside) of the overhead door openings are damaged, the western being in the worse condition. Though the cause of the damage is not immediately apparent, the cracking, bulging, and staining of the cement coating implies corroding steel above.
d. **Roof and Roof Drainage**

Approximately 30 percent of the wood decking is rotted.

The built-up bituminous roofing on the main structure is in deteriorated condition, with a bubbling and cracking surface.

The wood-frame roof of the addition is in poor condition. Fascia boards are rotted or missing and framing ends are exposed.

The copper gutters and downspouts draining the main roof are stained with tar and have many small dents and leaks. Interior downspouts are corroding.

2. **Interior**

a. **Flooring and Floor Plan**

Floors are in fair condition, but the asphalt topping material is very deteriorated.

None of the available drawings showing this building show the same floor plan for the rooms in the core area. Apparently small changes were made at various periods. If documentation of these changes is deemed important, further study is necessary.

The open space of the western large area was cut into by the construction of a wood-framed room along the east wall.

b. **Walls**

Brick and structural tile walls are in sound condition, but paint is deteriorated.

The steel partition in the east space is badly rusted.

An original opening at the south wall of the western large space has been sealed with concrete block.
c. **Ceiling**
   The cement plaster finish is in poor condition.

d. **Equipment**
   Original unit heaters are still present but in poor condition.

   Mechanical and electrical piping and conduit are rusting and deteriorating.

   One toilet and one washbasin in poor condition are the only plumbing fixtures that remain.

C. **Recommendations**
   The size of this structure and its contribution to the historic scene and story of Floyd Bennett Field dictate that it be preserved. The concrete block addition should be demolished as it detracts from the original appearance of the structure, and would demand part of the already sparse funding allocated to Hangar Row.

   A temporary adaptive use was proposed for Building 26 via a memorandum dated August 15, 1978, from the Superintendent, Gateway National Recreation Area, to the Regional Director, North Atlantic Regional Office. The proposal was to use Building 26 as a temporary interior Gateway Recycling Center. The interior was to be broom swept and painted. No exterior work was planned except for repairs to roof, doors, and windows. Although this scheme was reviewed and approved by the proper officials, it was dropped when a costly reroofing job was found necessary for its implementation. Still, it does appear to be a viable approach, in keeping with national energy objectives, which would help in the preservation of this structure while awaiting completion of the DCP. If the structure is to be preserved in the end, money for roofing and repairs will be very well spent, and will aid in arresting further deterioration.
As more funding becomes available, work to preserve the exterior would include:

1. **Site**
   Remove vegetation and brush from around building.
   Demolish concrete block addition.

2. **Masonry**
   Repoint 30 percent of brickwork.
   Clean and/or repair cast stone trim and brickwork.

3. **Doors and Windows**
   Remove all steel lintels and replace with new (of non-corrosive material).
   Clean and paint steel window frames when sound. Many will need repair or replacement.
   Replace all broken, damaged panes of glass with new matching wire glazing.
   Install new doors and windows in those openings at the south elevation that were sealed for installation of the exhaust fans. A more modern material may be considered but must match the appearance of those existing historic.

   Repair kalamein doors at the north elevation. Eventually, a more compatibly designed overhead door should be installed. Further research would be needed to try to find the original appearance and construction of these doors.

   The underside of the heads of the large openings at the north elevation should be further inspected to find the cause of deterioration and the problem remedied. Recoat with matching cement.
4. **Roof and Roof Drainage**

Replace approximately 30 percent of the wood roof decking. Matching of historic fabric is preferred.

Remove old roof surface and install built-up roofing.

Repair/replace gutters and downspouts in kind.

It is repeated here that this structure makes an important and interesting contribution to the historic scene and that its historic exterior should be preserved. The interior spaces are large and open and allow for the possibility of a wide variety of adaptive uses. Interior work should follow the "Guidelines for Preservation/Adaptive Use" at the front of this report.
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PACKAGE ESTIMATING DETAIL

REGION
North Atlantic

PARK
Gateway N.R.A.

PACKAGE NUMBER
109 (Portion)

PACKAGE TITLE
Exterior Preservation Garage/Dope Shop 26

(If more space is needed, use plain paper and attach)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>COST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demolish concrete block addition, repoint 30 percent brickwork,</td>
<td></td>
<td>$91,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clean and repair cast stone trim and brickwork, replace 13 steel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lintels, clean and paint five windows and two doors, reglaze as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>necessary, install new door/window entry, repair underside of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heads at north openings, replace 30 percent roof deck, install</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roofing, repair/replace gutters and downspouts, replace five steel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>window frames, install three large steel windows at south.</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H.S.R. Estimate
R. Borras
3/30/81

---

SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proj. Type</th>
<th>Totals from Above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B &amp; U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 Museum Exhibits</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 Wayside Exhibits</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62 Audio-Visual</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89 Ruins Stabilization</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 Construction</td>
<td>$91,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92 Utility Contracts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ESTIMATES APPROVED (Signature) (title) (date)

POST PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ESTIMATES AND SCHEDULING ON BACK OF FORM
East Elevation - Note Pump House 30 to the left.
October 1978

Partial South Elevation - Note openings which have been infilled to allow installation of exhaust fans. The corner of the block addition can be seen at the far left.
October 1978
Southwest corner of east large space. Note original unit heater in corner and upper portion of paint spray hoods.
October 1978

Typical Ceiling condition
October 1978
Interior at window - typical head condition
June 1979

Previous exterior window now looks into the interior of the concrete block addition.
June 1979
A. Historical Description
   1. Exterior
      a. Site
         The structure was located near Flatbush Avenue between and west of Hangar 5 and the Administration Building. A road ran east-west between this building and Pump Station 176 ending at another structure.

         b. Foundation and Walls
         The foundation consisted of perimeter concrete spread footing which reached approximately 4 inches above grade to form a water table.

         Walls were orange-buff colored brick laid in common bond with headers every sixth course. A concrete parapet crowned the wall forming a sort of bond beam. The words "PUMP HOUSE" were imprinted into the parapet and centered at the north and south elevations.

         c. Doors and Windows
         One kalamein door led into the structure at the west side of the north elevation. It was headed by a slim band of concrete which projected slightly from the bottom level of the parapet, the door stopping with the brick.

         One window was centrally located at the east elevation, two at the south, and one at the north, balancing the door. They were headed with the slim concrete band, matching the door opening, and had a header course of brick serving as their sills. They were steel frame with four lights.
d. **Roof and Roof Drainage**

The roof was concrete hip with standing seam copper roofing and was partially obscured by the parapet. Drainage was by means of four copper scuppers, one at each end of the north and south parapet. Copper downspouts led down into an underground drainage system.

2. **Interior**

The interior consisted of one room until the addition of the concrete block structure added another. Concrete slab was used at the floor and the ceiling consisted of the exposed underside of the concrete roof structure. Walls were left exposed except for a paint finish. It is not known if the walls and ceiling were painted originally.

B. **Existing Conditions**

1. **Exterior**

   Originally rectangular and symmetrical in plan, an addition was constructed at the west side which projected slightly to the south. It was of concrete block and had a frame shed roof which sloped toward the west. The addition houses a water storage tank.

   a. **Site**

   The site remains historical except for unchecked vegetation and Beacon Tower 145 which stands in the middle of the old road.

   b. **Foundation and Walls**

   The northeast foundation corner has sunken to the extent that the entire corner section of brick wall has cracked away from the rest of the building.

   Mortar has deteriorated over about 60 percent of the brickwork.

   Concrete parapet and brick wall are stained at the northeast beneath the copper scupper opening.
The concrete block walls of the addition are only in fair condition. There is vertical cracking near the main structure at the north elevation.

c. **Doors and Windows**
   Steel window frames are rusting slightly.

   The sill of the north window is cracked and separated vertically due to the foundation settlement at that corner.

d. **Roof and Roof Drainage**
   The northeast scupper and all of the downspouts are missing.

   The wood-frame roof on the addition is deteriorating. Fascia boards are unpainted and warped and the southern board has fallen off.

2. **Interior**
   The interior is in basically sound condition although some interior wall damage does occur at the northeast corner due to the foundation settlement. Damage will be arrested if the poor condition of the exterior is remedied.

C. **Recommended Treatment**
1. **Exterior**
   a. **Site**

      Remove vegetation from building site and make sure ground slopes slightly away from its perimeter.

   b. **Foundation and Walls**

      Reinforce foundation at northeast corner. Exact detailing of this process will need further inspection. Excavate around corner, and underpin the footing. Chip mortar out of cracks, and repoint in existing position.
Repaint 60 percent of the mortar and clean brickwork.

Refurbish and paint existing window frames.

c. Windows and Doors
   Scrape and paint window frames.

d. Roof and Roof Drainage
   Install copper scupper and copper downspouts to match original.

   Repair roof deck and fascia of addition and paint fascia boards.

   Reroof addition.

2. Interior
   No action is necessary on the interior.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGION</th>
<th>PARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Atlantic</td>
<td>Gateway N.R.A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PACKAGE NUMBER</th>
<th>PACKAGE TITLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>109 (Portion)</td>
<td>Preservation Fire Pump House 29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(If more space is needed, use plain paper and attach)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>COST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reinforce foundation at northeast corner, repoint 60 percent of brickwork, and clean masonry, refurbish and paint five windows, install copper scuppers and downspouts, repair additions roof deck, reroof additions.</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>$14,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H.S.R. Estimate

R. Borras
3/30/81

SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proj. Type</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Totals from Above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proj. Type</td>
<td></td>
<td>B &amp; U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Museum Exhibits</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Wayside Exhibits</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Audio-Visual</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Ruins Stabilization</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>$14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Utility Contracts</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ESTIMATES APPROVED (Signature) (title) (date)
South Elevation - Downspouts missing. Note Beacon Tower 145 at left rear and Hangar Complex 5 at right. October 1978

West Elevation - Concrete block addition. October 1978
East Side of North Elevation

Foundation has sunken at this corner (probably due to excess water saturating the earth at this point). October 1978

North Elevation. January 1979
North elevation. October 1978

Northwest - scupper detail. October 1978
Roof framing - looking west. Note rotted roof boards at north slope. June 1979

Northeast corner - typical wall and railing condition. June 1979
SEWAGE PUMP HOUSE 30

The main purpose of this small structure (20 by 26 feet) was to provide shelter for two sewage ejectors and their auxiliary equipment. An 8-inch inlet pipe carried sewage collected from along Hangar Row into two 300 gallon-per-minute ejectors which were located well below grade in a deep pit. Once there, the sewage was pumped up to a discharge pipe approximately 10-1/2-feet above its entry point. The sewage is then pumped by a series of lift stations to a treatment plant on site.

A. Historical Description
   1. Exterior
      a. Site
         The Pump House was sited at the southern end of Hangar Row between Vault 57 and Garage-Shops 26 with its long axis in the east-west direction. Although there was no formal landscaping, it was surrounded by a concrete walk and its entry was connected to the asphalt paving to the north by a concrete path.

      b. Masonry
         (1) Foundation and Walls
         According to the New York City Department of Docks 1931 drawing, the building perimeter rested on a 12-inch thick reinforced concrete foundation wall which descended 3 feet, then spread into a 2-foot wide by 1-foot deep footing. The two ejectors housed within the structure were seated approximately 20-feet below grade in a reinforced concrete pit, which had an opening of 14 by 14 feet. Pit walls were 1-1/2-feet thick at the upper 10 feet, then belled out at the earth side to a thickness of approximately 3 feet for the second half of the descent. The base of this pit was 3-1/2-foot thick heavily reinforced concrete, from which twenty 12-inch diameter wood piles descended another 15 feet into the earth.

         Exterior walls were constructed of the orangish face brick found in most of the Hangar Row structures. Bricks were laid
in common bond with headers every sixth course. Interior walls were terra cotta clay units. The 1931 drawing directs the walls to be constructed using steel framing members sheathed with No. 24 painted corrugated steel. As no evidence of this system can be seen, the existing masonry walls are apparently the original fabric. (A steel frame would be likely to show signs of rusting and corrosion, similar to others along Hangar Row, and would have implied the use of brick pilasters around the column members.)

(2) Parapet and Coping

The parapet, a continuation of the same wall fabric, ran horizontal across the north and south at a height approximately 2 feet above the roof level, then stepped up at the east and west elevations. A cast stone coping crowned the parapet, and a cast stone band encircled the building at the same height as the lower level of the roof.

c. Doors and Windows

Interior access was by way of a single metal door at the north or through double metal doors at the east. Door frames were metal. Brick openings for the doors were framed in a brick pattern consisting of a row of soldiers topped by a rowlock course at the head, and bordered at the sides by a stack of stretcher-s then a stack of headers. (The rowlock course was actually of a height halfway between the width of the standard header and the height of the soldier.)

The three windows, two at the south elevation and one at the west, had steel frame and sash and pivoted out. Though the windows now have four lights each, they look out of place and it is likely that they are not original. Evidence from the 1931 drawing and comparison with neighboring structures would imply that they originally had eight lights and were sashed to fill the whole opening provided in the brick wall. (A 9-inch strip of metal now "fills in" a space between the upper sash and the window head.) Cast stone was used for the sills, and a flat-arched soldier course headed the openings.
Each door and window opening had a supporting steel lintel at the head.

d. **Roof and Roof Drainage**
   The roof structure consisted of wood plank decking over steel framing members. From the north and south walls, the decking members extended up and over an intermediate support to rest on ridge supports, the whole assembly forming a gable shape. A steel truss spanned north to south at the midpoint of the walls. Lower chord cross bracing of 3/4-inch diameter rods was used at this level as well as along the sloping surface of the roof.

   The 1931 drawings are fairly accurate in their depiction of the roof framing. Here, as with the walls, the drawings show that No. 24 corrugated steel was to be placed on the framing. It is possible, though unlikely, that the building was constructed as per the drawings and made more permanent soon after by building masonry walls and replacing the metal roof with one of wood and asphalt.

   Asphalt roll roofing was placed on the exterior surface, and the roof was screened from full view by the parapet.

   Roof water drained to the west from either side of the gable. At either end of the west elevation the water collected in copper scuppers and was routed to underground drainage via copper downspouts. Decorative copper straps fastened each downspout to the wall at two points.

2. **Interior**
   a. **Flooring and Floor Plan**
      Flooring, assuming that part of the 1931 drawings is correct, was a 6-inch concrete slab on compacted fill. The ejector pit was off-center, located toward the east wall, and the pit opening was surrounded by a railing of 2-inch galvanized pipe. Entering from the north door, the pit opening was directly to the east. (The width of the pit actually extended further to the west than the pit opening, but the
western portion was covered with a concrete slab to allow for maximum useable floor area. In the northwest corner, a tall cylindrical (3-foot 6-inch by 10-foot) steel air tank was placed. Two rectangular concrete piers were located in the southwest corner to seat the air compressors.

b. Walls
Walls were exposed terra cotta tile units.

c. Ceiling
The roof structure was completely exposed to the interior. Looking up, truss, framing, tie rods, and wood planking were all visible.

d. Ejector Pit
The pit was 14 by 14 feet square and approximately 20 feet deep. It was reinforced concrete with concrete exposed at walls and floor. The 1931 drawings show access via a built-in steel ladder at the east side. The access that was installed, however, was a steep steel stairway at the northwest pit corner.

B. Existing Conditions
1. Exterior
The structure basically retains its historic appearance. As a whole, it is in sound condition and still operating.

a. Site
Tall grassy vegetation has grown up around the structure. Concrete walks are in fair condition.

b. Masonry
Walls are in generally good condition, although about 25 percent of the mortar joints have deteriorated to a point where they are no longer providing proper protection.

The perimeter foundation appears sound on the exterior, but interior evidence shows that there has been some settlement.
along the eastern wall. The east side of the ejector pit is a few inches higher than the surface of the adjacent floor slab. Since the pit foundation is thick and deep, and further anchored by long piles, it is more likely that the building foundation is settling rather than the pit rising.

Several through-wall steel bolts are corroded and could cause damage due to expansion.

c. Doors and Windows

All lintels are corroded.

Doors are operable, but along with their frames, show signs of weathering and corrosion.

Existing windows are in generally good condition, with the exception of some flaking paint and exposed metal.

d. Roof and Roof Drainage

A minimum of 50 percent of the wood roof planks have rotted. Damage is especially severe along the lower half of the gable slope, where water collects.

The asphalt roofing is severely deteriorated. Large piles of leaves and debris which accumulate near the mouth of each scupper speed the decay.

Scuppers are original and in sound condition. Upper strap fasteners for the downspouts are also extant. Both downspouts and their lower straps, however, are missing.

2. Interior

a. Flooring and Floor Plan

Floor slab is sound except for the area along the east edge of the pit previously mentioned, where the slab has sunken away from the outer pit wall.
b. Walls
Walls are basically sound, but paint finish (probably applied sometime after the original construction period) is extremely deteriorated.

c. Ceiling
The rotting, deteriorating wood planks are visible from the interior. Damage and staining is especially severe at the lower half of the slope.

Paint is generally peeling at interiorly exposed roof structure members.

d. Ejector Pit
The paint on the pit opening railing is deteriorated.

C. Recommendations
The following recommendations are all important steps in preserving the structural and historical integrity of the building. However, the most vital work, and that which should be done first, is that of repointing walls and repairing the roof and rainwater furniture. Such action is mandatory to arrest further damage and deterioration.

1. Exterior
a. Site
Remove vegetation from building perimeter and walks.

b. Masonry
Repoint 25 percent of the brickwork. Use mortar mix as per mortar analysis page 220.

The foundation settlement poses no serious structural threat and no treatment at this time is necessary.

Through wall bolts should be removed. They should either be replaced with a noncorrosive material or the holes should be grouted and an alternative design to bolted supports provided.
c. **Doors and Windows**

Replace all lintels with supporting members of noncorrosive material. The possibilities of using fiberglass or stainless steel instead of steel should be investigated at the time of replacement.

Doors and frames should be cleaned and painted immediately, but completely replaced as soon as feasible. Replacement members should be of a galvanized metal and should be painted for further protection.

Scrape clean and paint window sash and frames. Future consideration might be given to reconstructing windows to match probable historic appearance: Pivoted steel sash with eight lights (double row or four lights each).

d. **Roof and Roof Drainage**

Replace a minimum of 50 percent of the roof boards. Replacements should match original existing boards.

Reroof with sound materials. Roofing need not be asphalt roll, but should match in general appearance.

Refurbish existing original scuppers and upper downspout straps. Install copper downspouts, matching historic (original stubs are still extant in scupper). Fix with existing upper straps and new matching lower straps.

2. **Interior**

a. **Flooring**

No work is necessary at this time. If foundation settlement continues, however, underpinning or other arrestive action may be called for some years in the future.

b. **Walls**

Wire brush, clean, and paint.
c. Ceiling
   After wood planking is replaced, paint entire exposed roof structure.

d. Ejector Pit
   Scrape railing clean and paint.
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**REGION**
North Atlantic

**PARK**
Gateway N.R.A.

**PACKAGE NUMBER**
109 (Portion)

**PACKAGE TITLE**
Preservation Pump House 30
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>COST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repoint 25 percent of exterior brickwork, replace five lintels (doors/windows), replace 50 percent roof boards, reroof, refurbish or replace scuppers and downspouts, paint interior walls, ceiling and railing.</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>$16,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H.S.R. Estimate

R. Borras
3/30/81

---

**SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proj. Type</th>
<th>B &amp; U</th>
<th>R &amp; T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52 Museum Exhibits</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 Wayside Exhibits</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62 Audio-Visual</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89 Ruins Stabilization</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 Construction</td>
<td>$16,000</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92 Utility Contracts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CLASS OF ESTIMATE**

- [ ] Working Drawings
- [ ] Preliminary Plans
- [X] Similar Facilities

**Totals from Above**

- B & U: XXXXX
- R & T: XXXXX

---

ESTIMATES APPROVED (Signature) [ ]

(title) [ ]

(date) [ ]

POST PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ESTIMATES AND SCHEDULING ON BACK OF FORM
ELECTRICAL VAULT 57

This small building measures 10 feet by 12 feet in plan by 11 feet in height. It was constructed to house transformers which supplied low voltage power to various structures along Hangar Row.

A. Historical Description
   1. Exterior
      a. Site
         Located at the south end of Hangar Row, this building had no formal landscaping. It was positioned between Pump House 30 to the west and a wood-frame structure to the east.

         An 8-foot high chain link fence, projecting 3 feet from the east elevation and running the length of the wall, was erected to protect two sets of three oil-filled fused switches, and two high voltage potheads which terminated two sets of three phase high voltage underground cables. This was apparently the original arrangement, although the 1931 drawings directed the placing of six cable sleeves in the concrete foundation at the east side, which would imply a subterranean cable entry into the building. Neither the chain link fence nor any exterior electrical attachments are noted on these drawings. It would seem that a change of plans was made sometime before or during actual construction.

      b. Masonry
         (1) Foundation and Walls
         According to the 1931 Department of Dock's drawings, and evidence visible above ground, the foundation consisted of a continuous perimeter concrete spread footing which extended approximately 3-feet below grade. It was 13-inches wide, spreading 10 inches on either side at its base.

         Walls were 12-inch thick brick bearing. Face bricks were variations of orange in color and laid in common bond with
headers every sixth course. A stamped impression in one of the corner bricks stated "CONTINENTAL FALLSTONE-made in U.S.A."

(2) Parapet and Coping

White cast stone coping, 4-inches high and set in 4-foot lengths, crowned the structure. A matching band of cast stone, 5-inches thick and projecting slightly, encircled the building about 1-1/2-feet below the coping, at the same level as, and at the opposite side of the parapet from, the roof slab. Between the two bands of cast stone, the 10-inch thick brick parapet rose five courses in height.

c. Doors and Windows

A 4-foot 4-inch wide opening at the west side was left to allow for the double, fixed louver, kalamein doors (using galvanized steel) which were installed. Identical openings, 3-feet 4-inches wide by 3-feet 4-5/8-inches high, were centered one each in the north and south elevations. These housed fixed steel sash windows with six lights of 1/4-inch clear wire glass. A 2-foot 2-inch by 2-foot 2-inch opening with 16-ounce copper louvers was centrally located at the east wall to provide general ventilation.

At the head of each of the four openings was a flat arch, formed by a row of brick soldiers, which concealed the supporting steel lintel. A large cast stone keystone was centered in the flat arch above each opening, and cast stone sills were used at the north and south windows.

d. Roof and Roof Drainage

The roof was a simple steel wire reinforced concrete slab with 4 ply tar and gravel roofing. The slab was 8-inches thick at the west, sloping down to a 6-inch thickness at the east, for drainage at that side.

According to original drawings, rainwater was to be drained from the roof via a 3-inch square tile spout which projected through the lower part of the parapet at the midpoint of the east wall.
This original intent, however, does not match what exists today. A quick visual investigation finds the brickwork in that part of the parapet seemingly undisturbed, pointing out that the spout was probably not installed as originally intended.

2. **Interior**
   The 12-inch thick walls were exposed brick on the interior and left a clear space measuring 8 feet by 10 feet. Flooring was 8-inch thick steel wire reinforced concrete slab with a 1-inch granulated finish. The concrete slab roof was left exposed to the interior. A 1931 electrical drawing shows three transformers, 25 KVA each, located within this structure.

B. **Existing Conditions**
   1. **Exterior**
      a. **Site**
         The structure is now surrounded by tall grass and weeds and the wood frame structure that served as a border to the east has been removed.

      b. **Masonry**
         A long vertical crack runs from the east side of the window head to the top of the structure at both north and south elevations, serving to divide the small building virtually in two. The damage is probably due to foundation settlement along the east side of the building.

         Horizontal cracks appear above each of the wall openings, caused by the rusting and expansion of the steel lintels. Cracks are along the horizontal mortar joint lines with the upper face of wall bulging out beyond the lower.

         Cast stone at coping and roof-level trim has cracked and deteriorated. The damage is especially severe at north and west areas of the trim where portions have disintegrated back to the face of the wall.
c. **Doors and Windows**

Steel lintels, frames, and sashes are in poor condition due to exposure and oxidation. Expansion of the lintels has partially caused the wall damage previously described, and window frames/sashes are expanding and flaking around the perimeter of the openings.

Caulking and glazing putty have deteriorated and ten of the twelve glass window panes are cracked.

The original double doors at the west have been replaced with one large metal clad, upper louvered door. This remains in sound condition (except for the lintel).

d. **Roof and Roof Drainage**

It is to be assumed that the concrete slab roof has suffered some damage from the foundation settlement that has caused the long vertical cracks in the structure.

Drainage is provided through the north end of the east parapet. Water drains to a metal cubeshaped scupper and is discharged through a short horizontal tube to free fall to the ground at the northeast corner of the building.

2. **Interior**

Because of the high voltage, park maintenance deems the interior inaccessible to all but an electrician. Therefore, interior conditions cannot be discussed in this report.

C. **Recommendations**

Due to the age and condition of the electrical system at Floyd Bennett Field, a major decision must be made concerning its status. Either the existing system needs to be upgraded or an entirely new system installed. The system is now owned by the National Park Service (NPS) and such questions as possible ownership by Consolidated Edison and possible system voltage changes will affect whether or not Electrical Vault 57 may be needed in the future to contain transformers. If
desired, pad-mounted transformers could be installed outside the building and the building not be used at all for high voltage distribution.

Following are two main alternatives concerning action on the structure. Alternative 1 is the action recommended in this report.

Alternative 1

No action. Building to remain in existing condition until a decision concerning the field's electrical system is made. At the time of the upgrading of or the installation of a new system, underground cables will be rerouted to a nearby site of relocated transformers and switches. Care should be taken to insure that pad-mounted transformers are properly screened and landscaped to blend into the historic scene. Electrical Vault 57, no longer serving a purpose, other than that of adding to the overall historic scene of Hangar Row, will then be allowed to disintegrate. It will be left to add its historic presence, with preservative action taken, until it falls to the earth.

Alternative 2

This alternative involves taking the necessary action to preserve the structure. It is costly and extensive when compared to the size and visual impact of the building. Four walls of brickwork would need to be taken down to a height of the lintel lines at each elevation. Next, excavation and underpinning would be needed along the eastern foundation. Window frames and sash would be refurbished or replaced, and new glazing installed. All lintels would be replaced. The walls and roof would then be rebuilt, repairing original fabric or replacing where necessary.
**PACKAGE ESTIMATING DETAIL**

**REGION**  
North Atlantic

**PARK**  
Gateway N.R.A.

**PACKAGE NUMBER**  
109 (Portion)

**PACKAGE TITLE**  
Preservation Electrical Vault 57

(If more space is needed, use plain paper and attach)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>COST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rebuilt masonry wall, replace two windows, replace four lintels, linder pin east foundation, rebuild concrete roof slab, roofing, replace one door.</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>$17,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H.S.R. Estimate

R. Borras  
3/30/81

---

**SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proj. Type</th>
<th>Museum Exhibits</th>
<th>Wayside Exhibits</th>
<th>Audio-Visual</th>
<th>Ruins Stabilization</th>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Utility Contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Totals from Above</th>
<th>B &amp; U</th>
<th>R &amp; T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
<td>$17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ESTIMATES APPROVED**  
(Signature) (Title) (Date)

POST PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ESTIMATES AND SCHEDULING ON BACK OF FORM
North elevation - structure is cracked both vertically and horizontally. October 1978

South elevation - vertical separation continues parallel to that at north. Horizontal separation continuous along lintel heights. October 1978
West elevation - note cast iron trim deterioration and bulge at lintel. October 1978

East elevation - Two sets of three-phase high-voltage underground cables terminate in two high-voltage potheads. From the potheads, insulated cables extend up to two sets of three oil-filled fused switches. From the switches, power is fed into the building. October 1978
TRANSFORMER BUILDING 120

This small structure was located at the far north end of Hangar Row. It was built in two sections at two different times. The initial structure was 14 feet by 21 feet in plan, with a long axis in the north-south direction, and entry from the west. A later addition at the north end measured 12 feet by 26 feet, with its long axis running east-west, and its entry on the east side of the north elevation. These two building sections were equal in height (12 feet), used the same brick facade, and presented a cohesive appearance (except for the absence of rectangular decorative cast stone panels at the parapet level of the later wing). Access into either wing was only possible from the exterior, as no opening was made through the interior adjoining wall, and in that sense they acted as two separate structures. (See Historic Data Section Photograph No. 17 - Original Building 120 in Early WWII surrounded by aircraft.)

A. Historical Description
   1. Exterior
      a. Site
         The site was flat with no formal landscaping.

      b. Masonry
         (1) Foundation and Walls
         Though no plans were found to document the construction methods used on this building, from its size and similarity to other small Hangar Row structures it can be assumed that its concrete foundation extended approximately 3 feet below grade in a perimeter spread footing design. It projected 1 foot above grade, forming a water table. Walls of both wings were brick bearing, and used the orangish face brick laid in common bond with headers every sixth course. Cast stone quoins were placed, with five courses between, at each corner of both the original and later wings.
(2) Parapet and Coping

The parapet on the original wing was approximately 1-foot 10-inches high, including a cast stone coping approximately 4-inches deep and a 7-inch cast stone trim placed at the roof level. Between the coping and trim were decorative cast stone panels, each about 2-feet wide and evenly spaced with three each at east and west elevations and two each at north and south.

The later wing was constructed with a higher slab-roof and had no parapet. The slab, however, was placed at the same height at the coping of the other wing and projected slightly at the same thickness. A matching band of cast stone encircled the later wing at the same elevation as that of the original wing. The two wings were visually tied together by the matching bands of cast stone, even though this later wing had no decorative panels between the bands.

c. Doors and Windows

One steel door led into the original structure at the west side. Access into the later wing was provided by a steel door at the east end of the north elevation. Steel lintels were used above both openings behind a row of soldiers.

Window openings measuring 4 feet by 4 feet, were provided with their head heights level with those of the doors. One was placed at the west side of the original structure, with the later wing having one centered in the east elevation and one at the east side of the south elevation. All three were fixed, had steel frames, cast stone sills, and steel lintels covered by a row of soldiers.

d. Roof and Roof Drainage

A concrete slab on four concrete east-west beams was used as the roof of the original structure. A 1-foot by 1-foot opening was left in the center to provide for a ceiling vent. Rainwater on this section was all directed to one copper scupper and downspout at the center of the east elevation.
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A concrete slab roof was also used at the later wing. It was placed directly on top of the walls, without a parapet, and water was allowed to fall off any of the sides undirected. A metal strip (perhaps a gravel stop) was visible around the upper perimeter of the projecting slab and a water drip was cast into the perimeter of the underside.

2. Interior
   a. Flooring and Floor Plan
      The two wings were really separate structures as interior access from one to the other was not possible. Exposed concrete slab floors were used in both.

   b. Walls
      The structures brick walls were exposed on the interior. They were pointed at one time, though it is not known whether or not they were painted originally.

   c. Ceilings
      Ceilings were formed by the underside of the concrete slab roofs. A couple of feet more head room in the later wing was allowed by the higher placement of the roof slab.

B. Existing Conditions
   According to an electrical survey taken as part of an inventory of structures for Gateway National Recreation Area made the DSC, the aerial wires outside the structure feed power to exterior lighting and Building 238 nearby. Transformers and other electrical equipment housed in the structure are original but still operating.

1. Exterior
   a. Site
      Asphaltic concrete paving butts up against the structure at the north and part of the west sides. A slight separation of the building's foundation and the paving material has developed. This allows moisture to penetrate and become trapped in this area. The
moisture and the freeze-thaw cycle could potentially damage the foundation.

b. **Masonry**

The foundation appears sound. One small spot at the south side has spalled off, probably due to deterioration and expansion of the now exposed steel rebar behind.

Mortar is generally deteriorating. Rusting/expansion of lintels has caused horizontal mortar separation along the head lines of the window and door openings. Mortar separation is especially severe at the east side of the later wing, where the crack extends across the whole elevation and around each corner.

Interior corner joints, where original wing and later wing join together were caulked. The sealant has become brittle and deteriorated.

Masonry is stained from areas of exposed steel and has several spots of splotched paint.

Parapet trim is separating along joints spaced about 4 feet apart and is spalling at the south side of the original wing. Minor deterioration is occurring at the remainder of the trim, and the coping and decorative parapet panels of the original wing.

The greatest deterioration occurs at the slight overhang of the roof of the later wing. Concrete is spalling and leaving many small areas of unprotected steel reinforcing.

c. **Doors and Windows**

The bottom panel of the west door is missing leaving a space large enough for a grown person to crawl through. This creates a dangerous situation, especially as the electrical equipment inside is still in operation. The north door is somewhat rusted, but still in sound condition.
Lintels above all doors and windows are severely deteriorated.

Window frames are slightly corroded but basically sound.

Caulking around all openings is old, cracked, and deteriorated.

d. **Roof and Roof Drainage**
   The roof of the original wing seems basically sound, but the roofing material has probably deteriorated.

   No large problems are apparent at the roof of the later wing, but it also probably has deteriorated roofing. As mentioned above, the slight overhang is spalling and leaving rusted steel reinforcing exposed.

   Scupper and downspout are gone.

2. **Interior**
   a. **Flooring and Floor Plan**
      The concrete floor slab is in fair condition.

   b. **Walls**
      Old paint is deteriorating and flaking throughout.

   c. **Ceiling**
      The ceiling is basically sound. One of the concrete beams is cracked along the length of its underside.

C. **Recommendations**
   The pending decision to either upgrade or replace the existing electrical system at Floyd Bennett Field will have an effect on the future of this structure. Alternatives for this building are very similar to those for Electrical Vault 57, even though Building 120 is not as severely
deteriorated. In this case, however, due to the larger size and better condition of the structure involved, Alternative 2 is the action recommended.

Alternative 1

This is the no action alternative. The building will remain in its present condition until a decision concerning the field's electrical system is made. (The exception to its no action status would be the patching or replacement of the east door, which should be done immediately.) At the time of the upgrading or installation of a new system, underground cables will be rerouted to a nearby site of relocated transformers and switches. Care should be taken to insure that pad-mounted transformers are properly screened and/or landscaped to blend into the historic scene. As the site in the immediate vicinity offers little possibility for naturally screening a historically intrusive element, consideration might be given to rerouting underground electrical equipment to a designated portion inside nearby Hangar Complex 6. With Building 120 no longer serving its original purpose, it can be allowed to stand against the elements without maintenance or repair until it decays naturally.

If some action resembling Alternative 1 is taken, and bricks which match the larger building are difficult to find, consideration might be given to reusing bricks from this structure in repair work on others.

Alternative 2

This alternative involves taking the necessary action to preserve the structure. It is still feasible to preserve most of the fabric of the building. The case becomes even stronger for preservation if the upgraded or new electrical system can incorporate Building 120 so that it still serves as a shelter for electrical equipment, or if the structure can be adaptively used for some other purpose.
Preservation will involve:

Caulk along line of separation of building from adjacent paving.

Clean all exposed steel reinforcement (foundation, parapet trim, and roof overhang of later addition) and patch with material matching in color and composition.

Remove steel lintels above doors and windows (five total) by taking out soldier course and bricks to 1 foot on either side of the opening, and replace with historic-appearing lintel of a more corrosion-resistant material.

Clean and paint window frames in place.

Replace west door and clean and paint north door.

Clean out all old caulking at door and window openings and the joining of the two building wings and recaulk. New caulking should be more plastic (use oil base or polysulfide).

Install new copper scupper and downspout. The design should match that gleaned from the still existant portions on the west side of Garage-Shops 26.

Reroof with built-up roofing.

Clean crack in interior concrete beam down to steel and reincase.

Scrape interior painted surfaces and repaint. Restrict painting to areas which already have a painted surface.
**PACKAGE ESTIMATING DETAIL**

**REGION**  
North Atlantic

**PARK**  
Gateway N.R.A.

**PACKAGE NUMBER**  
109 (Portion)

**PACKAGE TITLE**  
Preservation Transformer Building 120

(If more space is needed, use plain paper and attach)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>COST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caulking, cleaning, and repair cast stone, replace five steel lintels, refurbish three window frames, replace one door, caulk windows/doors and joining of wings, install copper gutter and downspout, roofing, clean and reinforce interior concrete beam. Paint interior walls and ceiling, refurbish one door.</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>$12,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H.S.R. Estimate  
R. Borras  
3/30/81

---

**SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proj. Type</th>
<th>Class of Estimate</th>
<th>Totals from Above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B &amp; U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 Museum Exhibits</td>
<td>Working Drawings</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 Wayside Exhibits</td>
<td>Preliminary Plans</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62 Audio-Visual</td>
<td></td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89 Ruins Stabilization</td>
<td></td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 Construction</td>
<td>Similar Facilities</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92 Utility Contracts</td>
<td></td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimates Approved (Signature) (title) (date)

POST PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ESTIMATES AND SCHEDULING ON BACK OF FORM
Southwest Elevation - Original wing at right and later wing at left. Note decorative cast stone panels at parapet of original wing. Quoins at the north end of this wing were obscured by the abutment of the south wall of the later wing.
January 1979

East Elevation - As seen from the airfield. Note opening beneath the center cast stone parapet panel for missing scupper and horizontal separation at window head line.
January 1979
Roof of later wing - Note spalled concrete and exposed steel reinforcement.

Typical interior wall - inside original wing.
The small structure (measuring approximately 13 feet by 15 feet in plan) was built very near Flatbush Avenue and to the northwest of the Administration Building to serve as a gasoline station. Four underground tanks were installed just north of the structure for gasoline storage.

A. **Historical Description**
   1. **Exterior**
      a. **Site**
         No formal landscaping was used near the building. A bituminous frontage road passed it on the west, separating it from Flatbush Avenue. The remaining three sides were surrounded by bituminous paving. The gasoline storage tanks were located to the north, with rectangular concrete access lids flush to the paved surface. (Two access lids per tank were used, one at either end of each long tank). An access road passed between this building and Pump House 29 to the south.

      b. **Masonry**
         Although no plans showing the foundation design of this structure were found, it may be assumed that it was similar to that of the other small structures along Hangar Row; a continuous concrete spread footing around the building perimeter, extending about 3 feet below grade and 1 foot above grade to form a water table.

         Walls were brick bearing. The typical Hangar Row orangish face brick laid in common bond with headers every sixth course was used on the exterior. The exterior elevation measured 11 feet in height from the ground to top of cast stone coping, which marked the top of the parapet. A course of soldiers surrounded the exterior at the elevation marking the roof level behind.
c. Doors and Windows
The one door to this structure was of steel, centered in the east elevation, and had a concrete threshold at its base. A row of soldiers marked its head.

Two windows flanked this door. Another window was altered in the west elevation. Windows were six light with steel frame and wire glass. Each had a row of projecting roloks for a sill and a row of soldiers marking its head.

Both door and window openings were spanned by steel lintels.

d. Roof and Roof Drainage
The roof consisted of a flat concrete slab with some sort of bituminous protective covering and copper flashing. One copper scupper and downspout provided drainage at the north side.

e. Miscellaneous
The electric equipment for the building and its operation was probably installed around 1937, as a drawing showing intended work by the WPA indicates. Much of the equipment was mounted on the exterior.

Two large wooden loading posts were located east of the structure and provided for high overhead lighting.

Four vertical metal pipes secured to the north elevation provided ventilation for the underground tanks.

2. Interior
a. Flooring and Floor Plan
Flooring was concrete slab. The floor plan had no interior partitions and was open, except for two, one horsepower motors floor mounted near the west wall.
b. Walls
Interior walls were exposed brick which may or may not have been painted.

c. Ceiling
The ceiling consisted of the underside of the concrete roof slab.

B. Existing Conditions
Except for general deterioration, this structure remains in original condition.

1. Exterior
a. Site
A 1950s vintage steel frame beacon tower was erected in the center of the old road directly to the south of the structure. The bituminous paving surrounding the building has been disturbed by weeds and grass growing up through small cracks. Fuel storage tanks are still extant and readily accessible, but dry.

b. Masonry
Walls are cracked horizontally at the lintel line above all four openings. The damage at the east elevation extends around the corners to the north and south elevations (steps up to run along beneath the soldier row at the south). At the west wall, the portion above the window bulges slightly over the lower where the lintel has corroded and expanded.

Staining of the brick surface occurs where steel ports attached or adjacent to the walls have corroded and "bled" down, and under window sills.

Approximately 70 percent of the mortar has deteriorated.
c. **Doors and Windows**

Lintels above all openings have rusted, corroded, and expanded, thus displacing the surrounding brickwork as described in Foundations and Walls - 1.

Steel frames at windows and doors are in poor condition, rusting and corroding.

Fifty percent of the window panes are broken.

d. **Roof and Roof Drainage**

The bituminous roof covering is in fair condition.

The original scupper remains in sound condition, but the downspout is missing.

e. **Miscellaneous**

The wooden loading posts are extant in location. They are in poor but refurbishable condition.

2. **Interior**

a. **Flooring and Floor Plan**

The concrete slab is in sound condition. Motors are not present.

b. **Walls**

Walls have been painted at some point in time and the paint is presently flaking and greatly deteriorated.

c. **Ceiling**

The ceiling is in good condition.

C. **Recommendations**

This building is in fair to poor condition. Preservation/adaptive use is still feasible for the structure and is recommended, as it would add to the story of the field.
1. **Exterior**
   a. **Site**
      Fill fuel tanks with sand.
   
   b. **Masonry**
      Repoint 70 percent of the brickwork, patch holes of old steel fastenings, and realign brickwork along north and south cracks.
      Clean masonry.
   
   c. **Doors and Windows**
      Replace lintels above all openings.
      Refurbish steel frames of door and windows.
      Reglaze 50 percent windowpanes.
   
   d. **Roof and Roof Drainage**
      Check and spot patch roof covering.
      Install copper downspout (match original).

2. **Interior**
   Scrape and repaint walls.
**PACKAGE ESTIMATING DETAIL**

**REGION**
North Atlantic

**PARK**
Gateway N.R.A.

**PACKAGE NUMBER**
109 (Portion)

**PACKAGE TITLE**
Preservation Pump Station 176

(If more space is needed, use plain paper and attach)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>COST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fill four fuel tanks with sand, repoint 70 percent of walls, replace steel lintels, refurbish three window frames and one door frame, regulate 50 percent of window panes, spot patch roofing, install copper downspout, paint interior walls.</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>$54,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H.S.R. Estimate
R. Borras
3/30/81

**SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proj. Type</th>
<th>Totals from Above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52 Museum Exhibits</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 Wayside Exhibits</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62 Audio-Visual</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89 Ruins Stabilization</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 Construction</td>
<td>$54,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92 Utility Contracts</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ESTIMATES APPROVED (Signature) (Title) (Date)**

**POST PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ESTIMATES AND SCHEDULING ON BACK OF FORM**
South Elevation - Note crack from lintel expansion at east extending around corner to south side. October 1978

North Elevation - Missing downspout - crack at west lintel level - crack at east lintel extends around corner and up at north elevation. Note loading post at left, lower part of beacon tower behind. October 1978
Northeast Elevation - Gas tank vents at north wall. October 1978

Southeast corner
October 1978
RUNWAY SYSTEM

A. Historical Description
The original runway system consisted of two reinforced concrete runways placed at right angles to each other, with one axis parallel to Flatbush Avenue. It was originally intended that each be 50 feet in width, but before completion they were widened to measure 100 feet across in order to meet the requirements for an A1A rating (see Historical Data Section Photograph 18 - showing the completed airport, September, 1931, which show layout and details of the runways).

In mid-1929, when hydraulic filling and grading was completed, the runways were laid out on compacted sand fill. They were 8 inches thick and heavily reinforced with bar mat and steel fabric. The bar mat was spaced to lay in rectangles measuring 12 inches by 18 inches and had a lap of 15 inches. The steel fabric was meshed, each direction spaced 6 inches o.c., and lapped 18 inches. Longitudinal construction joints were spaced every 12 feet 6 inches and joined by 4-foot long, 5/8-inch diameter, deformed tie rods.

In 1937, the runway was expanded by the WPA. (See Historic Data Section - Photograph No. 13.)

The summer of 1941 found the three runways being widened to 300 feet and lengthened to 5,000 feet, immediately after the field was leased by the Navy. A fourth runway was constructed at this time, 300 feet wide and 5,000 feet long, at the north side of the field.

B. Existing Conditions
The runways are still in sound condition. Some buckling and cracking occurs over the surface and vegetation has grown up in and around the paved surfaces.
C. **Recommendations**

According to the GMP the field will not be used for aviation. This means that extensive repairs will not be necessary to make the runways operational. The GMP also states that "a runway configuration approximately that of the aviation field will be established, and all other runways and taxiways will be removed." The GMP goes on to say that "the new configuration will not be identical to that of the original runways, but the general concept would be conveyed to visitors. In order to relate the runway configuration to the natural landscape, vegetation will be planted to enclose the vistas formed by the configuration."

The GMP does not dictate that the exact configuration of the original runway be outlined, and it is herein concurred that the runways' size be somewhat contingent on the uses planned for the areas. It will probably not be necessary to completely restore the existing surfaces. It is recommended, however, that all vegetation that has grown up through the runway surfaces planned for use be removed in a permanent manner, and spot repairs be made to any large damaged areas.
MORTAR ANALYSIS
FLOYD BENNETT FIELD

During the present architectural investigation of Floyd Bennett Field, six samples of the mortar used in the exterior brick masonry walls were collected by Gary Higgins. Two samples were from the Administration Building and four samples were from Complex #6. Analysis was performed by Ted Van Dyne of Community Services Collaborative, Boulder, Colorado utilizing the testing methodology developed by E. Blaine Cliver, Regional Historical Architect of the North Atlantic Region of the National Park Service. The results of the investigation indicate the original formula used in mixing the mortar. Variables such as on-site conditions at the time of construction, as well as the curing and aging processes along with industrial air pollution affect the samples such that only an approximation of the original formula can be ascertained. The small size of the samples collected for use in the analysis can also have an added effect on the final mortar mixture.

Sample one, of the Administration Building, consisted of bedding mortar taken from the west side of the building, adjacent to the steps. It revealed a ratio of approximately two parts lime for every five parts sand.

Sample two, of the Administration Building, consisted of bedding mortar taken from the south side of the building, adjacent to the steps. It revealed a ratio approximately of two parts lime for every five parts sand.

Sample one, of Complex #6, consisted of bedding mortar taken from the east wall of the southeast corner of the building. It revealed a ratio of approximately four parts lime for every fifteen parts sand.

Sample two, of Complex #6, consisted of bedding mortar taken from the south wall, east end of the sill at west window. It revealed a ratio of approximately one part for every seven parts sand. This Portland Cement sample was very hard and gray colored giving evidence of being a Portland Cement.
Sample three, of Complex #6, consisted of bedding mortar taken from three joints above sample two. It revealed a ratio of approximately one part Portland Cement for every ten parts sand. Like sample two in hardness and color, this is also a Portland Cement.

Sample four, of Complex #6, consisted of bedding mortar taken from the south wall, east end of the window sill. It had a ratio of approximately three parts limestone for every eight parts sand.

In conclusion, the quality of the samples was poor but using the information obtained from the analysis, the following was found.

The first two samples from the Administration Building were identical, both having the same characteristics of light, evenly grained sand, relatively hard material, light colored and most importantly both having approximately the same ratios of two parts limestone to five parts sand. The four samples from Complex #6 displayed similar characteristics between samples two and three. Samples one and four were light colored and most noticeably the similarity of the sand, which was poorly sorted with large aggregates visible. The ratio of four parts limestone to fifteen parts sand of sample one had more sand in its mixture as compared to sample four with a ratio of three parts limestone to eight parts sand. Samples two and three were the most similar in characteristics both being Portland Cements. With that they were gray colored, very hard and the sand was darker and more evenly grained than samples one and four. Sample three had a ratio of one part of Portland Cement for every ten parts of sand while sample two had a ratio of one part Portland Cement for every seven parts of sand. Sample three had a larger proportion of sand in its mixture than sample two. A couple of other observations made from all six samples is that these modern mortar mixes had no hair or fiber used as a binder, as did earlier mortars. Also on all of the samples except sample two from Complex #6, had a large percentage (75%-100%) of CO₂ gain.
## Mortar Analysis

**Identification:**

**Project:** NORTH ATLANTIC  
**Location:** FLOYD BENNETT FIELD  
**Structure:** ADM/N BLDG.

**Sample #:** 1  
**Date Taken:** —  
**By:** GARY HIGGINS  
**Date Examined:** JULY 30, 1979 11:00 AM  
**By:** TED VAN DYNE

**Location of Sample:** ADJACENT TO STEPS (N) ON W. SIDE OF BLDG.

**Sample Description (Before Testing):** VERY LIGHT COLORED, MED GRAINED, NO HAIR OR FIBER, RELATIVELY HARD, SOME LARGED AGGREGATES

**Test:** SOLUBLE FRACTION

**Data:**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><strong>6544</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><strong>173.64</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><strong>630.10</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td><strong>88.38</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td><strong>1400</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td><strong>11.72</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td><strong>8.49</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Computations:**

15. **8.20 g** starting wt. of sample = No. 2 — No. 1
16. **92 g** wt. of fines = No. 9 — No. 10
17. **5.01 g** wt. of sand = No. 11 — No. 1
18. **0.66979** sand density = 1.0 ÷ \(\frac{[\text{No. 13} - \text{No. 14}]}{\text{No. 12}}\)
19. **2.19 g** wt. of soluble content = No. 15 — (No. 16 + No. 17)
20. **0.02040** mols of CO₂ = No. 5 × No. 3 mm × 0.016 ÷ (No. 4°C + 273.16°C)
21. **2.04 g** wt. of CaCO₃ = 100 × No. 20
22. **15 g** wt. of Ca(OH)₂ = No. 19 — No. 21
23. **0.00103** mols of Ca(OH)₂ = No. 22 ÷ 74
24. **1.66 g** total wt. of Ca(OH)₂ = 74 × (No. 20 + No. 23)
25. **0.90 g** wt. CO₂ = No. 20 × 44
26. **0.99 g** wt. total possible CO₂ = 44 × (No. 20 + No. 23)
27. **90.91% CO₂ gain = No. 25 ÷ No. 26 × 100%**
CONCLUSIONS:

28. \( 7.30 \text{ g wt. of sample} = \text{No. 15} - \text{No. 25} \)

29. \( 12.60 \text{ fines parts/vol.} = \text{No. 16} \div \text{No. 28} = \text{a. } \) x 100%

30. \( 46.67 \text{ sand parts/vol.} = \text{No. 17} \div \text{No. 28} = \text{b. } \) x 100% x No. 18

31. \( 25.01 \text{ lime parts/vol.} = \text{No. 24} \div \text{No. 28} = \text{c. } \) x 100% x 1.1

32. \( 1:2.37 \text{ lime:sand by vol.} = \text{No. 29} + \text{No. 30} \div \text{No. 31} \)

CEMENT (if present)

33. \( \text{portland cement parts/vol.} = (\text{if fines from portland cement}) \)
\( \text{No. 16} \times 1.0 = \text{a. } \) wt. of cement \( \div \text{No. 28} = \text{b. } \) 100% x 0.78

34. \( \text{natural cement parts/vol.} = (\text{if fines from natural cement}) \)
\( \text{No. 16} \times 1.0 = \text{a. } \) wt. of cement \( \div \text{No. 28} = \text{b. } \) 100% x 0.86

35. \( \text{lime w/cement parts/vol.} = \text{Cement may not account for total soluble weight of lime in such a mix. No. 24} - (\text{No. 16} \times 0.2) = \)
\( \text{a. } \) \( \div \text{No. 28} = \text{b. } \) 100% x 1.1 (Quicklime (CaO) factor = 1.97)
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MORTAR ANALYSIS

IDENTIFICATION:

Project: NORTH ATLANTIC
Location: FLOYD BENNETT FIELD
Structure: ADMIN. BLDG.

Sample #: 2
Date Taken: ___
By: GARY HIGGINS

Date Examed: 7-31-79 11:30 A.M.
By: TED VAN DYNE

Location of Sample: ADJACENT TO STEPS (E) ON S. SIDE OF BLDG.

Sample Description (Before Testing): VERY LIGHT COLORED, SMALL SAMPLE, MED GRAINED, NO HAIR OR FIBER PRESENT, RELATIVELY HARD MATERIAL

TEST: SOLUBLE FRACTION

DATA:

1. 163.81 wt. of container A
2. 193.10 wt. of container A & sample
3. 632.97 barometric pressure
4. 30.56 temperature
5. 1400 1. of CO₂ released
6. 147 filtrate color
7. 124 fines stair
8. No hair or fiber present; type:
9. 3.78 wt. of sample fines w/paper
10. 2.56 wt. of filter paper
11. 17.14 wt. of sand & container A
12. 21.6 cc of sand
13. 7.70 wt. of graduated cylinder w/sand
14. 6.30 wt. of graduated cylinder

COMPUTATIONS:

15. 5.29 g starting wt. of sample = No. 2 - No. 1
16. 1.62 g wt. of fines = No. 9 - No. 10
17. 3.33 g wt. of sand = No. 11 - No. 1
18. 0.78815 sand density = 1.0 ÷ (No. 13 - No. 14) ÷ No. 12
19. 1.34 g wt. of soluble content = No. 15 - (No. 16 + No. 17)
20. 0.01379 mols of CO₂ = No. 5 x No. 3 x 0.016 ÷ (No. 4 C + 273.16 C) x 100
21. 1.38 g wt. of CaCO₃ = 100 x No. 20
22. 0 g wt. of Ca(OH)₂ = No. 19 - No. 21
23. 0 mols of Ca(OH)₂ = No. 22 ÷ 74
24. 1.07 g total wt. of Ca(OH)₂ = 74 x (No. 20 + No. 23)
25. 0.61 g wt. CO₂ = No. 20 x 44
26. 0.61 g wt. total possible CO₂ = 44 x (No. 20 + No. 23)
27. 100 % CO₂ gain = No. 25 ÷ No. 26 x 100%
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CONCLUSIONS:

28. $4.68 \text{ g wt. of sample} = \text{No. 15 } - \text{ No. 25}$

29. $13.25 \text{ fines parts/vol.} = \text{No. 16 } \div \text{ No. 28 } = \text{____ x 100%}$

30. $55.72 \text{ sand parts/vol.} = \text{No. 17 } \div \text{ No. 28 } = \text{____ x 100% x No. 18}$

31. $23.97 \text{ lime parts/vol.} = \text{No. 24 } \div \text{ No. 28 } = \text{____ x 100% x 1.1}$

32. $1:2.87 \text{ lime:sand by vol.} = \text{No. 29 } + \text{ No. 30 } \div \text{ No. 31}$

CEMENT (if present)

33. $\underline{\text{portland cement parts/vol.} = (\text{if fines from portland cement})}$
   $\text{No. 16 } \times 1.0 = \text{a. ____ wt. of cement} \div \text{No. 28 } = \text{b. ____}$
   $\text{100% x 0.78}$

34. $\underline{\text{natural cement parts/vol.} = (\text{if fines from natural cement})}$
   $\text{No. 16 } \times 1.0 = \text{a. ____ wt. of cement} \div \text{No. 28 } = \text{b. ____}$
   $\text{100% x 0.86}$

35. $\underline{\text{lime w/cement parts/vol.} = \text{Cement may not account for total soluble}}$
   $\text{weight of lime in such a mix. No. 24 } - (\text{No. 16 } \times 0.2) =$
   $\text{a. ____ } \div \text{ No. 28 } = \text{b. ____ 100% x 1.1 (Quicklime (CaO) factor}$
   $\text{= 1.97)}$

Courtesy of: E. Blaine Cliver, Historical Architect
North Atlantic Historic Preservation Center
North Atlantic Region
National Park Service
MORTAR ANALYSIS

IDENTIFICATION:

Project: NORTH ATLANTIC
Location: FLOYD BENNET FIELD Structure: COMPLEX 6

Sample #: 3 Date Taken: - Date Examined: JULY 31, 1979 4:00 P.M.
By: GARY HIGGINS By: TED VAN DYKE

Location of Sample: 3 JOINTS ABOVE SAMPLE #2

Sample Description (Before Testing): DARK GRAY COLORED, MEDIUM GRAINED WITH SOME LARGER AGGREGATES, VERY HARD, PORTLAND CEMENT. NO HAIR

TEST: SOLUBLE FRACTION

DATA:

1. 166.00 wt. of container A 8. No hair or fiber present; type: _____________
2. 163.97 wt. of container A 9. 2.88 wt. of sample fines w/paper
   & sample
3. 233.46 barometric pressure 10. 2.54 wt. of filter paper
4. 29.74 temperature 11. 167.31 wt. of sand & container A
5. 0.195 l. of CO2 released 12. 3.9 cc of sand
6. 1.05 filtrate color 13. 7.63 wt. of graduated cylinder w/sand
7. 1.05 fines color 14. 6.39 wt. of graduated cylinder

COMPUTATIONS:

15. 1.97 g starting wt. of sample = No. 2 - No. 1
16. 0.14 g wt. of fines = No. 9 - No. 10
17. 3.81 g wt. of sand = No. 11 - No. 1
18. 0.312501 sand density = 1.0 \( \frac{[(No. 13 \quad No. 14)]}{(No. 12)} \)
19. 0.52 g wt. of soluble content = No. 15 - (No. 16 + No. 17)
20. 0.00494 mol of CO2 = No. 5 \( \times \) No. 3 \( \times \) 0.016 \( \div \) (No. 4 C + 273.16C.)
21. 0.46 g wt. of CaCO3 = 100 \( \times \) No. 20
22. 0.06 g wt. of Ca(OH)2 = No. 19 - No. 21
23. 0.000471 mol of Ca(OH)2 = No. 22 \( \div 74 \)
24. 0.046 g total wt. of Ca(OH)2 = 74 \( \times \) (No. 20 + No. 23)
25. 0.08 g wt. CO2 = No. 20 \( \times \) 44
26. 0.25 g total possible CO2 = 44 \( \times \) (No. 20 + No. 23)
27. 0.039 % CO2 gain = No. 25 \( \div \) No. 26 \( \times \) 100%
CONCLUSIONS:

28. $\frac{1.73}{1} \text{ wt. of sample} = \text{No. 15} - \text{No. 25}$

29. $\frac{2.91}{2} \text{ fines parts/vol.} = \text{No. 16} - \text{No. 28} = \text{ } \times 100$

30. $\frac{32.72}{3} \text{ sand parts/vol.} = \text{No. 17} - \text{No. 28} = \text{ } \times 100 \times \text{No. 18}$

31. $\frac{24.86}{4} \text{ lime parts/vol.} = \text{No. 24} - \text{No. 28} = \text{ } \times 100 \times 1.1$

32. $1.74 \text{ lime:sand by vol.} = \text{No. 29} + \text{No. 30} \div \text{No. 31}$

CEMENT (if present)

33. $\frac{6.17}{5} \text{ portland cement parts/vol.} = (\text{If fines from portland cement})$
   \quad \text{No. 16} \times 1.0 = \text{a. } \text{wt. of cement} \div \text{No. 28} = \text{b. } \text{100} \times 0.78$

34. $\frac{6.47}{6} \text{ natural cement parts/vol.} = (\text{If fines from natural cement})$
   \quad \text{No. 16} \times 1.0 = \text{a. } \text{wt. of cement} \div \text{No. 28} = \text{b. } \text{100} \times 0.86$

35. $\frac{6.47}{7} \text{ lime w/cement parts/vol.} = \text{Cement may not account for total soluble}
   \quad \text{weight of lime in such a mix. No. 24} - (\text{No. 16} \times 0.2) =
   \quad \text{a. } \div \text{No. 28} = \text{b. } \times 100 \% \times 1.1 \text{ (Quicklime (CaO) factor}
   \quad = 1.97)$
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# MORTAR ANALYSIS

**IDENTIFICATION:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project:</th>
<th>NORTH ATLANTIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
<td>FLOYD BENNETT FIELD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure:</td>
<td>COMPLEX 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sample #: 2**  
**Date Taken:**  
**By:** GARY HIGGINS  
**Date Examined:** JULY 31, 1979  2:30 P.M.  
**By:** TED VANDYNE  

**Location of Sample:** WPA SOUTH WALL, EAST END OF SILL AT WEST WINDOW  
**Sample Description (Before Testing):** GRAY, COLORED, VERY HARD, NO HAIR OR FIBER, MEDIUM GRAINED WITH SOME LARGE AGGREGATES; ABOUT 1/2" THICK - PORTLAND CEMENT  

**TEST:** SOLUBLE FRACTION

## DATA:

1. $\frac{165.37}{178.62}$ wt. of container A  
2. $\frac{178.62}{178.02}$ wt. of container A & sample  
3. 637.46 barometric pressure  
4. 24.46° temperature  
5. 0.220 l. of CO₂ released  
6. 3.7 yellow filtrate color  
7. $\frac{3.7-0.5}{0.5}$ fines color  
8. No hair or fiber present; type:  
9. $\frac{3.65}{3.68}$ wt. of sample fines w/paper  
10. 7.52 wt. of filter paper  
11. 192.65 wt. of sand & container A  
12. 5.1 cc of sand  
13. 13.54 wt. of graduated cylinder w/sand  
14. 6.38 wt. of graduated cylinder

## COMPUTATIONS:

15. 12.65 g starting wt. of sample = No. 2 - No. 1  
16. $\frac{1.16}{1.16}$ g wt. of fines = No. 9 - No. 10  
17. 3.18 g wt. of sand = No. 11 - No. 1  
18. 0.97279 sand density = 1.0 $\div \left[ \frac{(\text{No. 13 - No. 14})}{\text{No. 12}} \right]$  
19. 4.31 g wt. of soluble content = No. 15 - (No. 16 + No. 17)  
20. $\frac{0.00148}{0.00148}$ mols of CO₂ = No. 5 $\times$ No. 3 mm x 0.016 $\div$ (No. 4 C + 273.16°C)  
21. 0.515 g wt. of CaCO₃ = 100 $\times$ No. 20  
22. $\frac{3.56}{3.56}$ g wt. of Ca(OH)₂ = No. 19 - No. 21  
23. $\frac{0.04311}{0.04311}$ mols of Ca(OH)₂ = No. 22 $\div$ 74  
24. 4.41 g total wt. of Ca(OH)₂ = 74 $\times$ (No. 20 + No. 23)  
25. $\frac{0.33}{0.33}$ g wt. CO₂ = No. 20 $\times$ 44  
26. 7.45 g wt. total possible CO₂ = 44 $\times$ (No. 20 + No. 23)  
27. 13.47 % CO₂ gain = No. 25 $\div$ No. 26 $\times$ 100%

---
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CONCLUSIONS:

28. \(12.32\) g wt. of sample = No. 15\(\) - No. 25\(\)

29. \(4.42\) fines parts/vol. = No. 16\(\) \(\div\) No. 28\(\) = \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\) x 100%

30. \(41.51\) sand parts/vol. = No. 17\(\) \(\div\) No. 28\(\) = \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\) x 100\% \(\times\) No. 18\(\)

31. \(36.70\) lime parts/vol. = No. 24\(\) \(\div\) No. 28\(\) = \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\) x 100\% \(\times\) 1.1

32. \(1:1.37\) lime:sand by vol. = No. 29\(\) + No. 30\(\) \(\div\) No. 31\(\)

CEMENT (if present)

33. \(7.34\) portland cement parts/vol. = (If fines from portland cement)
   No. 16\(\) \(\times\) 1.0 = a. \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\) wt. of cement \(\div\) No. 28\(\) = b. \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\)
   100\% \(\times\) 0.78

34. \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\) natural cement parts/vol. = (If fines from natural cement)
   No. 16\(\) \(\times\) 1.0 = a. \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\) wt. of cement \(\div\) No. 28\(\) = b. \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\)
   100\% \(\times\) 0.86

35. \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\) lime w/cement parts/vol. = Cement may not account for total soluble
   weight of lime in such a mix. No. 24\(\) \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\) - (No. 16\(\) \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\) \(\times\) 0.2) =
   a. \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\) \(\div\) No. 28\(\) = b. \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\) 100 \% \(\times\) 1.1 (Quicklime (CaO) factor
   = 1.97)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATA:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 164.93 wt. of container A 8. No hair or fiber present; type:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 143.13 wt. of container A 9. 3.03 wt. of sample fines w/paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 637.77 barometric pressure 10. 2.74 wt. of filter paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 1.89 temperature 11. 174.66 wt. of sand &amp; container A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 0.35 l. of CO₂ released 12. 4.6 cc of sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Light gray filtrate color 13. 13.13 wt. of graduated cylinder w/sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Light gray fines color 14. 6.39 wt. of graduated cylinder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPUTATIONS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15. 8.50 g starting wt. of sample = No. 2 - No. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. 29 g wt. of fines = No. 9 - No. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. 6.73 g wt. of sand = No. 11 - No. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. 0.6648 g sand density = 1.0 ÷ [(No. 13 - No. 14) ÷ No. 12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. 1.48 g wt. of soluble content = No. 15 - (No. 16 + No. 17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. 0.0113 mols of CO₂ = No. 5 x No. 3 mm x 0.016 ÷ (No. 4°C + 273.16C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. 1.17 g wt. of CaCO₃ = 100 x No. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. 0.29 g wt. of Ca(OH)₂ = No. 19 - No. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. 0.00392 mols of Ca(OH)₂ = No. 22 ÷ 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. 1.47 g total wt. of Ca(OH)₂ = 74 x (No. 20 + No. 23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. 0.52 g wt. CO₂ = No. 20 x 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. 3.20 g wt. total possible CO₂ = 44 x (No. 20 + No. 23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. 74.29 % CO₂ gain = No. 25 ÷ No. 26 x 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSIONS:

28. \[ \frac{7.18}{\text{g wt. of sample}} = \frac{\text{No. 15}}{\text{No. 25}} \]

29. 3.63 \[ \text{fines parts/vol.} = \frac{\text{No. 16}}{\text{No. 28}} = \frac{\text{No. 18}}{100\%} \times \text{No. 18} \]

30. 57.5\% \[ \text{sand parts/vol.} = \frac{\text{No. 17}}{\text{No. 28}} = \frac{\text{No. 18}}{100\%} \times \text{No. 18} \]

31. 16.19 \[ \text{lime parts/vol.} = \frac{\text{No. 24}}{\text{No. 28}} = \frac{\text{No. 18}}{100\%} \times 1.1 \]

32. 1:3.79 \[ \text{lime:sand by vol.} = \frac{\text{No. 29}}{\text{No. 30}} = \frac{\text{No. 31}}{100\%} \]

CEMENT (if present)

33. \[ \frac{\text{Portland cement parts/vol.}}{\text{(If fines from Portland cement)}} \]
\[ \frac{\text{No. 16}}{1.0} = \frac{\text{a. wt. of cement}}{\text{No. 28}} = \frac{\text{b. 100\%}}{0.78} \]

34. \[ \frac{\text{Natural cement parts/vol.}}{\text{(If fines from natural cement)}} \]
\[ \frac{\text{No. 16}}{1.0} = \frac{\text{a. wt. of cement}}{\text{No. 28}} = \frac{\text{b. 100\%}}{0.86} \]

35. \[ \frac{\text{Lime w/cement parts/vol.}}{\text{(Cement may not account for total soluble weight of lime in such a mix)}} \]
\[ \frac{\text{No. 24}}{\text{(No. 16 x 0.2)}} = \frac{\text{a. 100\%}}{\text{No. 28}} = \frac{\text{b. 1.1 (Quicklime (CaO) factor = 1.97)}} \]
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# MORTAR ANALYSIS

**IDENTIFICATION:**
- **Project:** NORTH ATLANTIC
- **Location:** FLOYD BENNETT FIELD
- **Structure:** HANGER #22

**Sample #:** 4  
**Date Taken:** —  
**By:** GARY HIGGINS

**Sample Description (Before Testing):** CRUSHED MORTAR, LIGHT COLORED, MEDIUM GRAINED, NO HAIR PRESENT, SOME LARGER AGGREGATES

**Date Examined:** AUGUST 24, 1979  
**By:** TED VAN DYE

**Location of Sample:** SOUTH WALL, EAST END OF WINDOW SILL

**TEST: SOLUBLE FRACTION**

**DATA:**
- 1. *167.82* wt. of container A
- 2. *171.87* wt. of container A & sample
- 3. *627.25* barometric pressure
- 4. *24.44* temperature
- 5. *0.300* l. of CO₂ released
- 6. CLEAR filtrate color
- 7. *10.74* fines color
- 8. No hair or fiber present; type: ___
- 9. *2.34* wt. of sample fines w/paper
- 10. *2.49* wt. of filter paper
- 11. *130.67* wt. of sand & container A
- 12. *1.9* cc of sand
- 13. *4.17* wt. of graduated cylinder w/sand
- 14. *6.38* wt. of graduated cylinder

**COMPUTATIONS:**

15. *4.05* g starting wt. of sample = No. 2 — No. 1
16. *0.27* g wt. of fines = No. 9 — No. 10
17. *7.05* g wt. of sand = No. 11 — No. 1
18. sand density = 1.0 ÷ [(No. 13 — No. 14) ÷ No. 12]
19. g wt. of soluble content = No. 15 — (No. 16 + No. 17)
20. *0.0102* mols of CO₂ = No. 5 x No. 3 mm x 0.016 ÷ (No. 4 C + 273.16C.)
21. *1.01* g wt. of CaCO₃ = 100 x No. 20
22. o g wt. of Ca(OH)₂ = No. 19 — No. 21
23. o mols of Ca(OH)₂ = No. 22 ÷ 74
24. 0.75 total wt. of Ca(OH)₂ = 74 x (No. 20 + No. 23)
25. *45* g wt. CO₂ = No. 20 x 44
26. *45* g wt. total possible CO₂ = 44 x (No. 20 + No. 23)
27. *100* % CO₂ gain = No. 25 ÷ No. 26 x 100%

---
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Form Date: 7/1/7
CONCLUSIONS:

28. 3.60 g wt. of sample = No. 15 – No. 25

29. 4.50 fines parts/vol. = No. 16 ÷ No. 28 = ____ x 100%

30. 53.53 sand parts/vol. = No. 17 ÷ No. 28 = ____ x 100% x No. 18

31. 27.92 lime parts/vol. = No. 24 ÷ No. 28 = ____ x 100% x 1.1

32. 1:2.66 lime:sand by vol. = No. 29 + No. 30 ÷ No. 31

CEMENT (if present)

33. portland cement parts/vol. = (If fines from portland cement)
   No. 16 x 1.0 = a. ____ wt. of cement ÷ No. 28 = b. ____
   100% x 0.78

34. natural cement parts/vol. = (If fines from natural cement)
   No. 16 x 1.0 = a. ____ wt. of cement ÷ No. 28 = b. ____
   100% x 0.86

35. lime w/cement parts/vol. = Cement may not account for total soluble
   weight of lime in such a mix. No. 24 – (No. 16 x 0.2) =
   a. ____ ÷ No. 28 = b. ____ 100 % x 1.1 (Quicklime (CaO) factor
   = 1.97)

Courtesy of: E. Blaine Cliver, Historical Architect
North Atlantic Historic Preservation Center
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Floyd Bennett Field, located within the Jamaica Bay Unit of Gateway National Recreation Area, retains the layout and surface appearance of the 1931-1941 airport. The efforts of its planners to follow the 1928 Department of Commerce guidelines for airport construction are readily apparent. As directed, not only are the hangars and support buildings arranged linearly to one side of the runways, they are also easily accessible from a major highway, Flatbush Avenue, which passes directly behind them.

Floyd Bennett Field, the first municipal airport of the City of New York, was constructed between 1928-1931. Following the opening of Idlewild Airport in 1939, Bennett Field was closed to commercial use and eventually conveyed to the U.S. Navy in 1941. The airport was renamed the Naval Air Station, New York or the Brooklyn Naval Air Station, New York and it was enlarged from 387 acres to 1,288 acres. The Navy continued to operate the field for thirty years. In 1971 it became a Naval Air Reserve Training Detachment where ground crews received technical training. With the establishment of Gateway National Recreation Area, Floyd Bennett Field was acquired by the National Park Service.

The historic structures dating from the 1928-1931 period and the 1936-1938 period, include eight hangars with attached service wings, the administration building, the garage, two pump houses, an electrical vault, a transformer building, and a pump station. With the exception of the steel framed hangars, these buildings are all constructed of brick. There are a small number of later and less significant buildings, constructed during the Navy occupation of the field, in this area. These later buildings are concrete block, wood frame or concrete and corrugated metal structures. (see enclosed Site plans). The most significant structures are the hangars, the administration building, the taxiway, and the runways.

1. Hangar Complex (No. HS 3, 4, 5, 6)

The first and most important buildings to be erected at the field were the complex of four pairs of hangars built between 1929 and 1931. The basically identical hangars are of steel frame construction with steel trussed arched roofs with wooden decks. Each hangar has a concrete slab floor and is supported by forty-five foot long precast concrete piles which were sunk into the ground. The inside dimensions of each hangar are one hundred and twenty feet by one hundred and forty feet. Large glass and aluminum alloy doors which have an overhead clearance of twenty-two feet enclose the north and south ends of each hangar. The interiors are open to the roof and have no dividing partitions. The hangars are arranged inside by side pairs which face another pair across a composition block apron. There are two such pairs to the north of the administration building and two to the south. Attached to the exterior side of each hangar is a two story service wing, constructed of buff colored brick, which measures twenty feet by one hundred and twenty feet. These flat roofed wings contain office and maintenance space. Banks of steel framed windows run the length of these wings and there are steel framed doors in the north and south ends. Before the FTA work, 1936-1938, each hangar was a separate structure, but during the second period of construction, central service wings, constructed of the same brick and along the same lines as the side wings, were erected between the paired hangars, creating one continuous structure.
out of two hangars. These two story wings were built to house machine shops and other maintenance facilities. The four hangar pairs have some Art Deco ornamentation in concrete panels on the central wings and in stamped metal on the hangar gables. The hangar gables bear winged medallions with the initials "NYC". The central wings have varying ornamentation; some have geometrically decorated concrete panels, as well as winged emblems with crossed propellers, while others have no decoration whatsoever. With the exception of some minor alterations, such as bricked in windows and removed hoods, the hangars are basically unchanged. Only Hangars 3 and 4 are presently occupied. These two are in use by the New York City Police Department.

2. Administration Building (No. HS 1)

The administration building, constructed in 1931, is a red and black brick building, two stories high and constructed in a neoGeorgian style. It has white stone quoins, water table and entablature. The structure, which also rests on sunken concrete piling, has a partially raised basement. The eastern facade, which faces the runway, is dominated by a semi-octagonal projecting bay, three stories tall and topped with the steel framed and glass enclosed control booth. There is a small deck, enclosed with aluminum railing surrounding the control booth. On either side of the projecting bay, at the first story level, there is an observation deck, enclosed by balustrades and reached by a granite stairway. Outside entryways to the basement pass below these decks. "Naval Air Station" and "Floyd Bennett Field" are spelled out in bronze letters across the entablature on the east facade. The west facade, which faces the original entrance to the field from Flatbush Avenue, is composed of a central projection, flanked by symmetrical sections. This central projection houses a recessed full portico supported by Ionic columns. There are three doorways under the portico, and over the central door is the Naval Air Station clock. In the center of the cornice of the portico is a polychrome winged globe. As originally designed, the administration building housed a restaurant, cafeteria, a post office, dormitories, lounge, weather bureau and a Department of Commerce office. The building underwent repairs and alterations during the WPA work and was then adapted for use by the Navy. Today the building is unoccupied and in need of general rehabilitation. The interior is generally plain, with occasional ornamentation such as marble paneling. A non-significant frame addition attached to the northern end of the building during the Navy occupancy is scheduled to be removed by the Park Service.

3. Runways and Taxiway (No. HS 7)

In 1929-31, following the creation of the 387 acre area, two reinforced concrete runways were laid. Both runways were one hundred feet wide; one was 4200' long and oriented on a northeast - southwest axis and the other was 3,110' long and oriented on a north-north west-south-southwest axis. The runways, located to the east of the building complex, formed a T, with the intersection slightly south of the administration building site.
A concrete taxiway was also constructed at this time. It was parallel to the shorter of the runways and located to the west of it and east of the hangars. Two more runways were constructed by the WPA in 1937 to 1938. The shorter of these runways was laid on an approximately north - south axis, extending 4000' feet north from its intersection with the southern end of the earlier, 3,110' runway. The longer of the new runways extended southeast for 5,500' from the northern terminus of the 3,100' runway. The remainder of the airfield was planted with grass, to prevent drifting. With the expansion of the airfield and its continuing maintenance by the Navy, the original runways have been extended, widened and presumably resurfaced. Except for the newer northern-most runway presently at Bennett Field, which runs from east to west, the modern runways have followed the general layout of the originals. The best preserved runway, in terms of scale, is the longer of the first two runways (labelled as "f" on the enclosed site plan); hence the historic runway pattern is an integral part of the current runway system.

There are additional historic structures of less importance that relate to the use of Floyd Bennett Field during the historic period (1931-1941):

The garage and maintenance shop (#26), constructed circa 1931, is a one story, rectangular buff brick building similar in silhouette to the hangars complex. It consists of a central core of offices flanked on either side by shops, which are reached through overhead metal doors. There is a small, stuccoed attachment on the southwest corner of the garage. The building has a flat, steel reinforced roof and concrete flooring. It is in fair condition and is not presently occupied. It is located in the southwest corner of the airport, below the hangars, just east of Flatbush Avenue.

To the east of the garage and shops are two other small buff brick buildings, one story tall and rectangular in shape. The western structure is a pump house (#30) and contains operating pumping machinery and tanks. The other, smaller building, houses electrical equipment (#57). Its brickwork is not in good condition and requires some patching.

The fire pump house (#29) and the gasoline pump station (#176), are located to the west of the administration building. The fire pump house is a partially sunken, single story buff brick building with a sheet copper-covered, concrete hip roof. There is a wide concrete cornice which is imprinted with "Pump House" on the north facade. There is a small stuccoed attachment on the west end of the building. The structure houses pumping machinery which is presently in use. To the west of this building is the gasoline pump station, which is also a single story, rectangular buff brick building. It has a flat concrete roof and concrete flooring. The building is not occupied, is missing its door and its underground tanks have been filled with sand.

The transformer building (#120) is located to the north of the hangars, along the taxiway. It is a single story, roughly L-shaped building, constructed of buff brick with white stone trim. The flat roof and the floor are concrete. The building has steel framed windows and doors. It is still used to house transformer facilities.
Within the original boundaries of the municipal airport there are several structures built after 1941 which are intrusions. Some of these were constructed in the main complex of buildings, while other more recent ones are located on the eastern side of the field on what was open flying field during the 1931-1941 period. None of these more recent buildings contribute to the historic significance of the district. The intrusive buildings within the main building complex include: Hangars 9 and 10, wooden frame attached hangars built by the Navy circa 1942; Structures 44, 45, 266, 238, small single-story concrete block buildings used as storehouses; Structure 265, the Blue Nose hangar, a large, steel frame building with concrete foundations and corrugated siding; Structure 265A, a small shed; Structure 171, the wood frame addition to the administration building; Structures 48 and 50, single-story wood frame buildings which formerly housed the Navy training facilities and a garage and shop, respectively; Structures 126 and 236, small single-story sheds used for storage.

The above intrusions are indicated unshaded on the enclosed sketch map of "Floyd Bennett Field Historic District".

As can be seen in a comparison between the 1940 site plan and the current map, the majority of formerly unsurfaced land around the runways has been surfaced with runways, taxiways, aprons and roads. However, this land has remained open, otherwise, and the post 1941 developments do not constitute a major intrusion.

A portion of the runway, shown with dotted lines on the sketch map of Floyd Bennett Field Historic District, is under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Coast Guard and has been excluded from the nomination acreage, although historically it is part of the proposed historic district. The Coast Guard runway tract is used as a landing strip and does not intrude into the historic district.

The lower part of Floyd Bennett Field covers a land area previously known as Barren Island which has had an ample history of occupation by prehistoric and historic settlers. It is believed that a Canarsie Indian Village, Enquendito, once was located in close proximity to the present Park Headquarters. During the nineteenth century, a small village grew on Barren Island because of a large fertilizer and glue factory. By the mid 1880's, 500 workers and families associated with the factory lived in the area now occupied by part of Floyd Bennett Field. The district contains, therefore, potentially significant archeological deposits.
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Floyd Bennett Field on Barren Island, Jamaica Bay, is significant in the evolution of aviation history and municipal airport construction. The Field was the first municipal airport in New York City. Constructed between 1928 and 1931 by the City Department of Docks, the airport was designed to attract the increasing volume of air traffic directly to New York City, rather than to Newark Airport where the vast majority of New York bound flights terminated. In 1933, Floyd Bennett Field was the second busiest airport in the country, with 31,823 landings and takeoffs, but only a minor percentage of this activity consisted of the mail, freight and commercial passengers which generated revenue. Following the opening of Idlewild Airport in 1939, Bennett Field was closed to commercial use and conveyed to the U.S. Navy in 1941. Although the Navy enlarged the Field after conveyance in 1941, the original complex of steel frame and brick hangars and support buildings has not been substantially altered. The layout and construction followed the guidelines indicated in the Construction of Airports by the U.S. Department of Commerce. Floyd Bennett Field thus retains architectural design and historic cohesion of an early municipal airport.

Floyd Bennett Field is historically significant also for its association with individuals significant in early aviation. Due to its unusually long runways and fair weather conditions, Bennett Field became noted as a prime airport for the experimental fliers who sought to establish speed and distance records. For example, in 1933, Wiley Post broke his previous record for an around the world flight landing at Floyd Bennett seven days, eighteen hours and forty-nine minutes after he took off from there on July 15. Several women's transcontinental speed records began or ended at Bennett Field. In 1938, Howard Hughes with a crew of four made an around-the-world flight starting and finishing at Bennett Field. This flight, which covered 14,791 miles in three days, nineteen hours, eight minutes and ten seconds, was made to collect navigational data.

Shortly after Hughes's flight, Douglas Corrigan embarked from Bennett Field supposedly on a flight to California. However, Corrigan flew instead to Ireland, thus fulfilling his wish to make a transatlantic flight. For this apparent lack of orientation, Corrigan lost his experimental license and earned the nickname "Wrong-Way." Interest in these records reflected public enthusiasm about aviation and contributed to improving technical aspects and piloting skills.

Most municipal airports have been modernized. Floyd Bennett Field thus presents an unusual value because it retains much of its original structures and setting which tell the story of the early years of aviation. Nearby Miller Army Air Field, which retains structures dating from immediately after World War One, gives an indication of how a military airport appeared thus allowing a comparative study between non-commercial and commercial airfields.
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